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presents

"Influential Women in Kiting"
Guests include JoAnn Weber, Margo Brown, Valerie Govig,
Kathy Goodwind, Nancy Locl�wood, Sherrie Arnold,
Sue Sedgwicl�, Barbara Meyer, Tanna Haynes and Illore.

In Beautiful Ocean City, Maryland!
three Sound Stall est ten blocks of liite-illJinll 1un!
ihe 11th .Mid Atlantic Stunt Kite Championships!

Maryland International Kite Exposition

'.i1merica's Best Kite Festival"

Jack Roger's Crown in Ocean City in 19991

The Kite Loft

410-289-7855
www.kiteloft.com

Event Information: Sky Festival Productions 215-736-3715 skyfestivals@earthlink.net

The AKA Store

phone/fax: 610-395-3560 e-mail: store@aka.kite.org

located at Kite Studio
5555 Hamilton Blvd., Wescosville, PA 18106
AKA License Plate - made of white aluminum with red and blue vinyl creating the logo
and lettering, measure

6 x 1 2 inches. The plate has 4 slots rather than holes to more

easily fit most vehicles. Member Price $12.00

AKA Glass Mug - Sand-etched by hand, this beautiful

15 ounce clear glass mug proudly

displays a new look for the AKA logo. The easily recognized kite is enclosed by the words
American Kitefliers Association.

3 5/16"

wide x

5

0"

tall.

Member Price $20.00

AKA Pilsner Glass - these sand-etched AKA clear pilsner glasses hold up to 12 ounces of
liquid and are 7 V" tall.

Member Price $15.00

AKA Ceramic Mug - Warm yourself with a great cup of coffee or tea in your very own
AKA mug. Done in a cobalt blue, this
with pride.

11 ounce mug shows the sand-etched AKA logo

3 v" wide x 4" tall. Member Price $16.00

The AKA is now offering authorized, custom designed products to its membership. These
items will be manufactured after orders are taken. This method will allow the AKA to
offer a wide variety of items to its membership with the opportunity to offer some
standard items that can be ordered most any time along with other items for limited time
periods. To allow for the custom manufacturing of these items, all orders received by the

15th of the month will be shipped by the 30th• Orders received by the 30th will be shipped
by the 15th of the following month.

Shipping will be done via UPS Ground. Actual shipping and handling charges will apply to
all orders. If you are sending a check you can call the AKA Store for estimated shipping
and handling charges.

Visa, Mastercard, Discover Accepted!
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group of volunteers also throws a party for the
all participating kite clubs on Saturday evening.
The end results are thousands of people come
from all across America, and even the world, to
see a kite festival which they will remember for
the rest of their lives, as well as a lot of tired
kitefliers who know they did their best to make
it happen once again.

The President's Page
Adam G. Grow, EIS

Most kite festivals around the country are not
as big as the Smithsonian, but just the same,
they all require the kite enthusiasts to do most
of the work, make things happen, and contrib
ute to the project's overall success. The most
important items you can contribute are your
time and energy at these events. Being a
volunteer is not an easy thing to do, but
someone has to do it.

You can smell it in the air! No more winter blues; it's time
for blue skies and bluegrass! I can finally put away the .
snow shovel and pack up my parka, earmuffs, and mittens
for another year. Well, almost - I think I will hang on to
those mittens for a little longer. Spring is just around the
comer! More daylight, gusty winds, pink cherry blossoms,
and the first big kite festival of spring - the Smithsonian!
The Smithsonian is probably one of the best-known kite
activities in the United States, and indeed it has been
referred to as "America's Kite Festival." This year will be the
Smithsonian's 34th Annual Kite Festival, to be held on March 25th.
Having been a part of this event over the last decade, I always find it to
be one of the most colorful events in the world. Not only because of all
the kites, banners and monuments on the
Washington Mall, but because there are usually
hundreds of Japanese cherry trees in blossom
around the Nation's Capital during this time.
What makes this a popular event that attracts
kitefliers from all over the world? The time of
the year, capital location, and cherry blossoms
play a part. Another part of the festival's
prosperity lies in its two major sponsors, namely
the Smithsonian Associates and the National Air
and Space Museum, but they are more of a
presence then a stimulus. The real driving force
behind this kite festival's longtime success are
the dozens of volunteers, most of them kitefliers
from the area, who contribute to the success of
the festival. Sometimes it seems like total
disorganization, but these volunteers take on the
responsibility to get involved in all stages of this
one-day kite event. It includes months of
planning, securing equipment, making arrangements, taking care of
out-of-town guests (we enjoy a full house), setting up the kite fields
(lots of stakes to pound into the ground), registering kitefliers, judging
the kite competitions, giving out kite pins, arranging kite demonstra
tions and shows, helping children fly new kites, sponsoring awards,
participating in the many kite events, doing TV interviews, and finally
taking down all the equipment at the end of the day. Oh yeah, this

The Smithsonian Kite Festival is the lead-off
event for National Kite Month, a five week celebration designed to
highlight the fun of contemporary kite flying, which includes every
thing from kite making classes to maneuverable sport kite ballet,
traditional Japanese kite battles, giant inflatable
kites, and kite powered buggies and surfmg.
National Kite Month will be the biggest kite
happening ever planned in North America. This
year we hope to see more than 200 kite festivals
and workshops across the country. Each of these
events will need AKA members to help make them
fun and successful.
Our goals for Kite Month are to encourage kite
flying and promote kiting as an educational,
recreational, and sporting pastime for all ages. Kite
festivals, fun flies, exhibitions, and workshop
programs will take place across the country with
local kite clubs and organizations setting up
displays of colorful kites and banners under the
wide open sky. We need every AKA member to
participate at the events in their area to contribute
to their enjoyment and success. To do this, many
volunteers are needed to help out, be it laying out
flying fields, doing workshops and special events, flying kites,
participating in kite games, judging competitions, monitoring safety,
taking care of guest kite fliers, or answering questions about kite
making and kite flying. The list of things that have to be done at a kite
festival is endless. Get involved at a kite festival in your area and take
on a task or two. You will get your reward in the smiles on the faces of
all the people enjoying the kites.
Remember, kite flying is supposed to be fun. But, there is more to
kiting than just having fun outside on a breezy day. Kites can be a
learning experience and used as tools in the classroom to teach students
about art, ecology, history, math, science, and aesthetics. But that is for
another column.
Oh, by the way, my first experience at the Smithsonian Kite Festival in
1994 was pounding stakes and stretching rope for the field layouts.
Since then, I coordinated the demo field several times, judged kites,
helped at countless children's workshops (two of my students were top
winners last year and made the cover of AKA Kiting), won a Garber
medallion . . . you name it, I've done it at this festival. Guess who has
been invited to be a VIP guest at the Smithsonian this year?
Keep kiting fun.
Adam
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AKA O cers &
ExecutIve Committee
President
Adam Grow
2015 Hermitage Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20902
(30 I) 949-9078
president@aka.kite.org

First Vice President

Jon Burkhardt
10 1 13 Lloyd Road
Potomac, MD 20854
(30 1) 424-6976
vp l @aka.kite.org

Second Vice President

Chuck Sigal
643 Jackson Street
Albany, CA 94706
(510) 524-3459
vp2@aka.kite.org

Recording Secretary
Betty Hirschmann
1024 Linwood Avenue
Collingswood, NJ 08 108
(856) 854-5520
secretary@aka.kite.org

Treasurer

Tanna Haynes
7 190 Springhouse Road
New Tripoli, PA 18066
(610) 298-2489
treasurer@aka.kite.org

Directors at Large

Phil Broder
2 1 14 S. 3rd Street
Burlington, I A 5260 1
(319) 753-3436
dal3@aka.kite.org
Charles Dunton
306 Cockletown Road
Yorktown, V A 23692
(757) 898-1699
dal l @aka.kite.org
Kevin Shannon
327 N. Hanover Street
Carlisle, P A 170 13
(717) 243-79 13
daI2@aka.kite.org

AKA Committees

AKA Headquarters

Contract Services ......................................... Rod Daniel (202) 966-2668

American Kitefliers
Association
352 Hungerford Drive
Rockville, MD

Strategic Planning ................................... Jim Carnevale (202) 966-2668

20850-4117

Ways & Means ..................................... Charlie Dunton (757) 898-1699

By-laws ...................................................... Ted Manekin (212) 254-6630

Electronic Opportunities ............................ Chuck Sigal (5 10) 524-3459
Promotion & Membership

.......................

Robin Haas (425) 670-3963

Membership ................................................. Bob Alford (603) 672-37 14
Club Liaison ......................................... Robyne Gardner (419) 734-5880
Public Relations .............................................. Terry Lee (406) 252-7803
International ......................................... David Gomberg (541) 996-3083
Safety & Ethics ........................................ Steve Santos (401) 658-0649

Insurance ..................................................... Jeff Cleaves (860)223-000 1

Festivals/Competitions ............................ Mike Gillard (614) 848-4967

Fighter Kites ......................................... Mike VanMeers (301) 88 1-0 168
Kitemaking Competition ............................ Steve Ferrel (6 10) 395-3560

Sport Kite ................................................... Chuck Sigal (5 10) 524-3459
Indoor ................................................. John Ruggiero (6 17) 631- 1438
Sport Kite Rules ................................... Chuck Sigal (510) 524-3459
Sport Kite Score Keeping ................. Darrin Skinner (408) 554-8399
Traction Kiting ....................................... Steve Bateman (6 19) 287-6389
Event Sanctioning ....................................... Jeff Cleaves (860)223-000 1
.......... Kevin Shannon (7 17) 243-79 13
Manufacturing ....................................... Kevin Shannon (7 17) 243-7913

Kite Industry and Trade Show

Retail Liaison ............................................. Joyce Quinn (6 10) 965-5607
Merchandise ............................................... Steve Ferrel (6 10) 395-3560
Publications ........................................... Kevin Shannon (7 17) 243-79 13
Annual Meeting ..................................... Jon Burkhardt (301) 424-6976

Registration ...............................................................................................

Awards .......................................................................................................
Education Workshops ............. Peter Betancourt <peter@sportkite.com>
Fly Market .................................................................................................
Auction ......................................................................................................
Banquet Ceremony ................................. Dave Gomberg (541) 996-3083
Mass Ascensions ......................................... Al Sparling (630) 369-9682

E-mail- aka@aka.kite.org
Web Site- http://www.aka.kite.org
Questions about AKA E-mail
should be sent to:
postrnaster@aka.kite.org

AKA Executive Director
Mel Hickman
PO Box 1614
Walla Walla, WA
99362
(800) 252-2550
xd@aka.kite.org

KITING is published in odd
numbered months by the American
Kitefliers Association. It is
distributed free to members.
Submissions from members are
welcome. Advertising rates are
available on request. Deadline for
all material is the first day of the
even-numbered month prior to
publication.
KITING
Roger Chewning, Editor
232 'T#st Trenton Ave.
Morrisville, PA 19067
Phone: 2 15-736-3715
Fax: 2 15-736-2208
E-mail: KITING.ed@aka.k:ti e.org

Safety ..................................................... Jeffrey Cleaves (860) 223-000 1
Field Operations ........................................................................................

Editorial Staff Kathy Thomson, Linda Amendt

Mel Hickman (503) 7 17-0627

© 2000 American Kitejliers
Association

Archives & Records

...............................

Education and Public Service .................. Phil Broder (3 19) 753-3436

Education ................................................. David Barresi (336) 342-2829
Aerial Photography .................................... Craig Wilson (608) 83 1-6770
Kite Art ...... ............. .......... ... ..................... Scott Skinner (7 19) 48 1-4260

National Kite Month ................................... Phil Broder (3 19) 753-3436
Elections ............................................ Betty Hirschmann (609) 854-5520
Nominations ................................................ AI Sparling (630) 369-9682
........................................................................ nominations@aka.kite.org

Founder a/the American Kitejliers Association - Robert Ingraham

AKA Convention Management
Johnson Promotions, Inc.
Corporate Office: P.O. Box 2812
Leesburg, VA 20 177
(703) 777-8577
convention@aka.kite.org
Contact: Maureen Posillico
Johnson Promotions Inc
2017 Victoria Drive
Stafford, Virginia 22554
540-288-9417 Direct line
540-720- 1329 Fax line

International Regional Directors
Region13 International
Tomas Sasaki (2000)
Higashi Tamachi 5-22- 102
Kawagoe-shi, Saitama-Ken
350- 1 1 JAPAN
(+81) 49-246-2657
region 13@aka.kite.org

Int'!. Liaison Europe
Martin Lester
20a Backfield Lane
Bristol BS2 8QW
U. K. (+44) 1 17-924-2723
europe@aka.kite.org

Int'/. Liaison S. Pacific
Peter Lynn
107 Alford Forest Rd.
Ashburton, New Zealand
(+64) 3-308-4538
south_pacif ic@aka.kite.org

Int'!. Liaison Canada
Richard Gareau
5085 Blvd. Notre Dame #309
Chomedy, Laval, PQ
H7W 1 V6 Canada
(514) 948-4878
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Tom Sisson
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Empty Places in the Sky

Tom Sisson was a grass roots kite flier and kite maker who accomplished World-class
feats. His kiting biography began when his dad taught him to make cross-braced box
kites using Christmas wrap for sails. During WWII he flew Target Kites off merchant
ships. As soon as his children and the neighbor kids were big enough, they helped
their dad make and fly kites, to everyone' s enjoyment.
In 1972, Tom ran into a group just forming the Washington Kite Association. Thus
began his kite passion. In his 26-year involvement with WKA and many years as an
AKA member, he played many roles. He was the WKA president five times.
Tom' s kite making fame evolved from kites made from "found" materials which he
escalated into classes for adults and kids. One guess is that he helped others make
over a quarter of a million kites. He was a master at acquiring materials for little or
nothing. Plastic bag handouts, line from Boeing surplus and company stick-on labels
ready for discard were a few of the materials. His venues were schools, libraries,
senior centers, AKA Conventions, festivals, and the amazing Very Special Arts

Festival at the Western Washington Fairgrounds where for over six years he and his

crew would make almost 3,000 kites with participants during three days each year.
Tom, with Carl Brewer and Bob McCort, set a world indoor flying record of 39 hours
and 57 minutes in Seattle' s Kingdome. Tom helped arrange and hang large kite
exhibits in the Pacific Science Center, Washington State Convention Center, Bellevue
Tower, and Northwest Folk Life Festival for both WKA and the World Kite Museum.
Tom was an AKA Edeiken Award recipient. He helped both the Drachen Foundation

and the World Kite Museum with research. Most of all, Tom was kind and helpful to
people flying kites around him. In fact, you probably saw Tom helping others more
often than flying his own kites.
When you miss Tom Sisson, put on one orange sock, and one green, add a straw hat
and a pair of crazy colored happy pants, and help someone fly a kite.

T he WKA has established a Kites 4 Kids corner in the W orld Kite Museum and Hall of
Fame in T om Sisson's memory. Donations can be made to the Museum, PO Box 964,
Long Beach, WA 98631.
Photo and information about Tom Sisso,n were provided by Kay Buesing and the World
Kite Museum. Photo below was taken at WSSKC in 1996..

Paul DeHope
Farewell to my best friend and life mate; Paul
DeHope, a master class stunt kite flyer, lost the battle
with aggressive non-Hodgkin's lymphoma on
December 30th, 1999. He was 45 years old. Paul
treated his illness as a competition, losing was not an
option. Paul was a well rounded kite flyer. He loved
rokkaku battles with Mel Edlund and Jim Solner. Our
campsite was easily found by the black and yellow
rotator kite bouncing around in the wind attached to a
banner pole.
At dawn Paul and I would be at the flying field. He
wanted to be the first one there. His energy was
boundless. Paul was a natural athlete and a talented
musician. He flew with heart and soul. His timing
was perfect to the beat. The black and yellow
California Wasp was his favorite power tool. The
California Wasp expressed Paul's athletic abilities to
his fullest potential. Paul flew individual ballet,
masters pairs ballet (Team Zipp Zapp, with Melinda
Ellis), and masters team ballet (Team Swarm). Team
Swarm members were Kerry Haines and Dan Brown.
Together, these three put on a powerful performance.
Paul's other interests included bird watching with the
Seattle Audubon Society, extreme snow skiing, ice
climbing, rock climbing, scuba diving, and sailing on
his Hobie Cat.
Paul's celebration of life was held at his home town
on Vashon Island January 6, 2000. The chapel was
packed to overflow as a testament to this special
man's life. Thank you to all our kite flying friends for
your show of love and support during the saddest of
times for Paul's family and myself. Paul's sharp wit
and unique sense of humor will always be with us.
Rest in Peace, Conan.
Love, Sherock (Melinda Ellis)
As an added note to Paul's courage: Paul continued to
work, ski, and fly kites up until he was admitted into
the hospital October 28, 1999. I brought him home a
week before Christmas and 10 days later, Paul died in
my arms. He had to be told to go home.

Photo above by Brian Champie.
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Ray Bethell, Vancouver, BC, Canada
Hour after hour he stands - bare to
the waist, back to the wind, sun ablaze
overhead; wind and sand, heat or cold,
fatigue and curious spectators fail to
interrupt his concentration. Ray Bethell
guides his matched kites through
intricate patterns, controlling three
dual line kites with exquisite accuracy.
A Mapleleaf split, a starburst, then,
almost casually, a triple refuel curiosity turns to amazement and
morphs to awe as the show continues.
The audience stands transfixed then
tires and drifts to another activity but
Ray flies on, awaiting the next wave of spectators and exploring the
wind window for a new pattern to trace across the sky.
1 knew Ray only by reputation until we met at the Nationals at Long
Beach, Washington. 1 had been assigned as field director for the Open

Innovative Event. Ray came striding across the beach toward me. "Mr.
Field Director," he called, beckoning. Patiently, Ray explained that he

brought to bear in his job as a
millwright. He puzzled with the
problem until a sudden burst of
insight revealed that the bridle points
were trapped beneath the lower
spreaders. {Greatness springs from
humble beginnings, Ray.} A simple
correction launched a new career
when those birds soared aloft.
Hours of practice turned into weeks,
weeks to months, and months to
years as his fascination gained
strength. He taught himself to fly a
dual line kite with one hand, then one in each hand and then three at
once. People noticed, sponsors appeared, events beckoned and Ray
flew on. Today, Ray Bethell is in demand around the world. Europe,
Asia, Australia, North America, wherever event organizers stir their
magic brew, the first invitations always include Ray as honored guest.
Why does he keep at it? He has the
awards, the recognition, three World
Records, accolades and testimonials. "No
problem," says Ray, "I love my job and 1
love people. Everywhere 1 go, men,

needed only a tap on his shoulder to signal the beginning of his music.
At 70 plus years, Ray is a miracle of conditioning and endurance but

women, and children seem to understand

his talents extend beyond the mechanics of flying. It isn't remarkable

body from the waist down, and a helicopter

that he flys to music, that he hits his cues on the beat, that the move
ments of those kites evoke deep emotions, not remarkable until you
realize that Ray is almost totally deaf. "I hear the music in my head,"
he says. Ray brings more to kiting than technique. He brings creativity
and a strong love of people, all of which blends into an astonishing
show, a presentation in demand around the globe. He came to kiting
late, in his fifties. He spotted a few fliers with stacks of Hyperkites
while on holiday in Hawaii. The kites spoke to him in a strange, new
way and he invested $208.00 in a pack of six. Back home in
Vancouver, he and his son worked for many hours, attempting to launch
the stack with no success. His son gave up in disgust but Ray stayed
on, studying the situation with the same persistent curiosity that he

what 1 do. 1 taught a man to fly who had no

pilot, paralyzed from a crash. A man in
Singapore gave me his hat. He spoke no
English but his meaning was clear. He
gave a gift in return for the gift he
received. 1 still wear that hat today as a

reminder that I speak a universal language
which allows me to relate to people across
the world. I know of no other activity that
allows such a high level of communication

Charles Stonestreet of
Richmond, VA offers us an
inside look at our fellow
AKA members.

between people of diverse backgrounds,
customs, and languages." Salute, mate.
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Membership Application

Membership Dues
INDIVIDUAL

Kiting via 3rd class mail

D Register me as a Member Merchant
D Don't publish my name in the Dir.
D Don't distribute my name outside AKA

Name_______ Spouse__________________
Address

Email___________ _______
State_____ Zip__________

City

Home Phone, ______ Work Phone,_________
Charge (Visa//MasterCard) #.______ Exp. Date____
Signaturel_______________ ___________

Referred by

D all kinds of kites

D single line kites D multi-line kites

.-----My local club

03/00 Kiting

$86

For information call
800-AKA-2550

L ______________________

Amount

ADDITIONAL FAMILY per person
4

8

12

U.S. 1 st CLASS MAIL add
8
SPONSOR Kiting via 1 sl class mail
includes tax deductible contribution 1 00

15

22

200

300

International Members please add postage as follows:
CANADA or MEXICO
OVERSEAS SU RFACE MAIL

8
10

15
19

22
28

OVERSEAS AIR MAIL

25

48

70

TOTAL REMITTANCE

Other Family Members.____________________________________

I
I

3 yr

$30 $58

relatives living in same household

New Member
Renewal
Reinstatement

My primary interest is:

1 yr 2 yr

Please remit in U.S. dollars.
Sorry, we cannot take Canadian cheques.
Send this form with your payment to:

American Kitefliers Association

352

Hungerford Drive

Rockville, MD
L.______.....

20850-4117

USA

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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MEMBER NOTICE

Membership dues for the American Kitefliers Association were increased
this year. The new rates are effective on April 1, 2000. Jfyou want to save a
few dollars, all renewals received before April 1 may be prepaid at the old
rate. The old rates are $25 for one year, $48 for two years, and $71 for
three years. The new rates are reflected in the membership form on the
preceding page. All other charges have remained the same at this time.

23rd Annual
AKA Convention and
Grand Nationals
is planned for
Treasure Island, Florida
October 2 7, 2000
-

report by Maureen Poscillico, Convention Manager

No probLem.
At Catch the Wind, you'll find
an extraordinary collection of the
finest kites, windsocks and wind
toys available.
Our sales staff are dedicated
k i t e f l y er s

who

k now

our

products, what they're made of
Fun, sun and sea turtles-these words are synonymous with Treasure Island. And, the
kitefliers of AKA will be up to their knees in sand and surf this coming October. The City of
Treasure Island along with the Chamber of Commerce welcomes the American Kitefliers
Association with great enthusiasm and support. We will be able to walk right outside our
hotel rooms and onto the beach to the flying fields-every kitefliers dream!
The 23rd Annual Grand National Convention and Competition will be held from Monday
afternoon, October 2 through Saturday, October 7, 2000. Seminars and workshops will begin
on Tuesday morning and continue each morning through Saturday. The Admiral Farragut
Academy, 2.3 miles from the Bilmar Beach Resort, has agreed to let the AKA use their
gymnasium for indoor fly activities. The convention hotels are The Thunderbird Beach
Resort (800-367-BIRD) The Bilmar Beach Resort (800-826-9724), Holiday Inn Treasure
Island (727-367-2761) and The Ramada Inn Treasure Island (727-360-7051). All hotels

are located on the beach. The convention rate is $80 (Plus tax) per night.

If you are considering flying to this year' s convention the closest airport is the Tampa/St.

Petersburg Inter�ational Airport. Additional airline information and car rental information

will be posted on the web site as it becomes available and in the next issue of Kiting. If you
I
have any questions about these items, please contact me.

Peter Betancourt has volunteered his time to pull together this year's workshop schedule and is
already soliciting a number of renowned kitefliers to share their expertise. If you have a talent
you'd like to share, contact Peter Betancourt at peter@sportkite.com. Some people who have
already signed include: Brian Smith of Quadrifoil doing a Kite Surfing Workshop; Sam Ritter
and Lee Sedgwick stacking Quads and Pairs Flying; Steve LaPorte on Quadline Ballet and 3-D
Sail Sewing including plans for a Spikey Ball; Dave Gomberg and Ron Gibian also have some
surprises in store for us.
Dean Jordan will be heading up our Festival Flying Field this year. I am sure he could use
your help! He can be reached at AhClem00 13@aol.com or call him at 352-372-202 1.
If you sponsored a trophy category last year and would like to do it again this year, now is the
time to contact me. Trophy sponsorships will be the responsibility of the various event
chairpersons. I will forward your information to these individuals if you still would like to
sponsor that particular category.
Congratulations to Jeremy Johannesen of Glenmont, NY for submitting the winning 2000

AKA Convention Logo. We would also like to thank Gregg Mazzotta of Stoneham, MA and
Rick Longhurst of Essex Ontario Canada. We appreciate the time and efforts that each
contestant took.

and how they fly. We'll make sure
you find something that's just
right for you, no matter what
your age, budget or skill level.
Ready to be delivered right to
your doorstep.
Call us today toll-free at

1-800-227-7878 or visit us
online at catchthewind.com.

CATCH THE WINO'"
Your tullsetvice kite store since 1979
1-800-227-7878
www.catchthewind.com
Rated "Best Of The Web" by TIME Digital
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Vehicle Project. "It puts us a major step
closer toward our goal of providing the space
station with the most flexible crew return
option. This parafoil has the size and all the
features to enable it to be used for returning
humans from space."

NASA World's Biggest Para/oil?
World's biggest parafoil, they claim,
developed as a chute for an emergency
escape vehicle from the proposed space
station. Wonder if you know of a bigger
parafoil out there...
http://spaceflight.nasa. govIstation!
assembly/elements/x38/x-38_2000.html
Jim Martin
WACKOS
Here is some of what you will find on the
NASA website. -ed
NASA X-38 TEAM FLIES LARGEST
PARAFOIL PARACHUTE IN HISTORY

A team developing a prototype International
Space Station "lifeboat" called the X-38
Crew Return Vehicle successfully flew the
largest parafoil parachute in history last
week at the U.S. Anny's Yuma Proving
Ground, Arizona, as they released a para
chute with an area almost one and a half
times as big as the wings of a Boeing 747
jumbo jet.
The unmanned January 19 parafoil test was
part of the development of a re-entry system
for the X-38 spacecraft. With an innovative
combination of old and new technology and a
streamlined development, the goal of the X38 team is to develop a new human space
craft for a fraction of the cost of any past
program. Plans are to develop and build four
operational X-38-based International Space
Station Crew Return Vehicles for less than
half of what it cost to manufacture a single
Space Shuttle orbiter. The X-38 may become
the first new U.S. human spacecraft to fly to
and from space in more than 20 years. The
parafoil recently tested in Arizona has a span
of 143 feet and a total surface area of 7,500
square feet, making it the largest parafoil in
the world.
"I think this is a world's record for a parafoil
and it is a significant milestone and accom
plishment for NASA," said John Muratore,
who is leading the X-38 Crew Return

For the test, an 18,000-pound pallet,
simulating the actual X-38, was dropped
from the back of a C- 130 aircraft at an
altitude of 2 1,500 feet. A 28-foot diameter
extraction parachute pulled the test platform
from the aircraft at an air speed of 130 mph
to begin the flight test. Once out of the
aircraft, a neWly designed 80-foot diameter
drogue parachute stabilized and slowed the
platform to a vertical airspeed of 62 miles
per hour and enabled the parafoil to begin a
five-stage deployment process. During its 1 1minute long flight, the parafoil slowed the
test pallet to a gentle vertical landing speed
of less than eight miles per hour.
"This parafoil is so big there is no way that it
can all deploy at once," said Brian Anderson,
X-38 Project Manager. "Because of its size,
the dynamic forces on the parachute's
structure are phenomenal." The size of the
parafoil posed technical challenges for the X38 team. One problem encountered in past
tests has been to ensure that the parachute
opens evenly. To solve this and make certain
that the parachute opens symmetrically and
rapidly, the team developed a revolutionary
self-sealing floor vent system on the
parafoil's underside. During the recent test,
the parafoil opened to its full size in only 30
seconds. The parafoil was stitched together at
Pioneer Aerospace's facility in Columbia,
Mississippi. Because of its unprecedented
size and strength, personnel at Pioneer
nicknamed the parafoil "Sampson." A unique
ripstop nylon material, customized stitching
and other safety devices incorporated into the
parafoil make the parachute not only the
world's largest but also among the strongest.
The test was the 30th large-scale flight test
conducted to support development of the
parafoil, although this was the largest and
most comprehensive test to date. In addition
to tests at Yuma, four large-scale atmo
spheric flight tests of prototype X-38 vehicles
have been completed at NASA's Dryden
Flight Research Center in California using a
smaller 1,676.8-square-meter (5,500-square
foot) parafoil. For those tests, increasingly
complex X-38 vehicles have been launched
from a B-52 carrier aircraft at increasingly
higher altitudes. More such tests are planned
during the next year and a half, leading up to
a space flight test of the X-38 in 2002, when
an unmanned vehicle now under construction
at NASA's Johnson Space Center will be

Against the backdrop of the mountains near Yuma,
Arizona, the world's largest parafoil glides to Earth
during a January 19 flight test conducted by the team
developing NASA's X-38 prototype space station
"lifeboat." - photo from NASA.

released in orbit by the space shuttle to fly
back to Earth.
The record-setting parafoil will be tested at
Yuma again this spring and will then be
integrated with one of the X-38 vehicles at
Dryden for a test flight there late this year.
James Hartsfield
Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX
(28 1) 483-5 1 1 1

Okay, what is the metric lifting surface? -ed

Those Toronto Fliers!
I am writing this letter as a mostly disinter
ested third party (but hopefully future flyer).
My husband flies kites, and our family enjoys
kiting events immensely. I'm writing to point
out an oversight in the last issue of Kiting. I
read your magazine fairly thoroughly, and was
dismayed to find no recognition for the
Canadian fliers from region 5 (or anywhere
else for that matter). Possibly, the new
Region 5 director is unaware that the Toronto
area fliers have chosen Region 5 for their
home region. Looking at the Muncie
standings, it looks like it was Lam Hoac
week! He won MID and Stunt kite making,
was second in MQB, and if indoor flying had
been a sanctioned event, he would have won 2
more events. Aerial Assault, Mike Lin and
Drew Davidson won MPB by a large margin.
Lam, Mike, Drew, Chris, and all the Cana
dian fliers I have met are great people! They
are excited about kiting, very friendly (will
invite you into their homes), and love to fly.
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They are among the nicest kiters I know, and
from where I stand, the omission of their
achievements could be a mere oversight or
smell of sour grapes. Please publish this
letter so they can be recognized for their
achievements and we don't look like "the ugly
Americans" we can be so easily mistaken for.
Sincerely,
Julie Schrantz St. Johns, MI
We had intended to have better coverage of
the sport kite competition in our last issue of
KITING. My apologies to all who competed.
Regarding the Region 5 thing, I think you
better contact the guy below. -ed

From the desk of the President...
Quote of the Month - this was a response to
a comment that AKA must be neglecting some
aspect of it's overall mission... "The AKA is
you and me, simply an organization of fliers,
staffed by volunteers who are doing their best
to give all of the help they can to the rest of
the membership. If the AKA has neglected
you in some way, or refused your offers of
help, please let me know." - Mike Gillard,
Chairman, AKA Festivals and Competition
Committee, Director - Region 5 (OH/MI).
Adam G. Grow
AKA President
Okay, okay, now where does Toronto belong,
to Canada, or to Mike? -ed

Weather or Not...
Regarding Stormy's or anyone's kite altitude
record-breaking attempts (Noted in the
Volume 2 1 , #6, November 1 999 issue of the
AKA Kiting Journal as " 1 2,47 1 ' for kites set
in 1 898 by National Weather Service), you
might wish to put this information into the
ITIlX:

The 1 3th edition of the Encyclopedia
Britannica (from 1 9 1 3, this edition is
considered to be one of the best written and
most authoritative of all Britannica editions
which I regard as a staple in my kite library as
it covers a period of history when kites were
singularly important in the west) notes:
"There is no difficulty about raising a kite to a
vertical height of one or even two miles on
suitable days, but heights exceeding three
miles are seldom reached. On the 29th of
November 1 905 at Lindenberg, the Pruss ian
Aeronautical Observatory, the upper one of a
train of six kites attained an altitude of just
four miles. The total lifting surface of these
six kites was nearly 300 sq. ft., and the length
of wire a little over nine miles. The kites are

invariably flown on a steel wire line, for the
hindrance to obtaining great heights is not due
so much to the weight of the line as to the
wind pressure upon it, and thus it becomes of
great importance to use a material that
possesses the greatest possible strength,
combined with the smallest possible size.
Steel piano wire meets this requirement, for a
wire of 1 I32nd in. diameter will weigh about
1 6 lb. to the mile, and stand a strain of some
250-280 lb. before it breaks."
This Britannica entry is by William H. Dine,
who also wrote the entry on anemometers.
Let's see. That's going to require a little
more line on Stormy's reel, 2 1 , 1 2 1 ft., at the
minimum, to break the record---or maybe
there's yet another record to be uncovered out
there?

Kiteman Productions

Ever wonder where, how or why our paper
birds came to take the name of the Falco
milvus, Kite? Has it ever occurred to anyone
to wonder why our western paper birds didn't
come to be known as bluebirds, wrens, or
robins?

I thought you might like to see a photo I took
during a performance at Universal Studios
Florida new park Islands Of Adventure. This
photo was taken during the finale of our six
foot diamond trains. The fire you see is from
ten radio controlled pyro "gerbs". Also,
these trains had over six hundred feet of
electroluminescent cable that surrounded
each kite and traveled down through our 1 00
foot tails in five different colors. This effect
does not show well while the pyro is burning.

Kites, the original birds, the 1 3th Britannica
entry notes, were " ... once probably the most
familiar bird of prey in Great Britain, and
now one of the rarest. Three or four hundred
years ago foreigners were struck with its
abundance in the streets of London."

It was a first showing many of our new
effects including: 300 watt onboard halogen
spot lights, high powered 1 80 degree strobe
lights, "popcorn" lights, laser comet pyro and
five barges of fireworks. If you would like to
see more contact us at: 877-KITEMAN.

"John Wolley," the 1 3th Britannica article
continues, "has well remarked of the modem
Londoners that few who see the paper toys
hovering over the parks in fine days of
summer, have any idea that the bird from
which they derive their name used to float all
day in hot weather high over the heads of
their ancestors."

Bruce Flora
Orlando, FL

The Britannica article preceding that of "Kite
Flying," "Kite, Falco milvus," also draws my
interest:

"But an evil time soon came upon the
species ... and in a very few years it seems to
have been exterminated throughout the
greater part of England."
There you have it, to my satisfaction, at least,
a rather primary piece involving this great
love of ours, kites and kite lore, though long
neglected, reclaiming its place in our kite
history books, along with what may presently
be the world's standing record for "highest
kite," sustained by evidence of fair enough
weight to be taken seriously.
Tal Streeter
Verbank, NY
Stormy's reel looked like a lot of work. One
can only imagine the mechanical details of
this experiment. -ed

MidWest Kite Clubs
(In response to Dick Reed's letter to KITING)
There are organized kite clubs (in the region,
from east to west) in Burlington, in the
Waterloo area, in the Sioux City area and in
Council Bluffs / Omaha areas. If you are able
to travel, we invite you to visit us. We'd be
happy to share sport kite ideas and tips with
you. Once you get the hang of it, we'd
encourage you to start a club in the Des Moines
area. I do know there are several kite fliers in
the Des Moines area.
Bob Webb, President
Wind Rhythm Kite Club
LeMars, IA
Send your comments, letters and photos to:
AKA KITING
232 W. Trenton Avenue
Morrisville, PA 1 9067
or, send an E-mail to:
skyfestivals, earthlink.net

"

Kiting
ave you been missing the premier source of kite
news? Kite Lines is the exciting, colorful, authoritative
journal of the international kite community.
You get plans, techniques, events, personalities, kite

kapt ions

reviews (stunters and one-liners) , book reviews, in-depth

•

articles and cool advertisements-all in an award-winning
magazine, kiting's standard of reference since 1 977.

Don't miss another inspiring issue of Kite Lines!

Subscribe NOW!
"I WONDER

IF THERE'S ANOTHER SINGLE HUMAN-MADE

KITE LINES BRINGS US THE
"
-TAL STREETER, AMERICAN SCULPTOR AND KITE AUTHOR.ITY

OBJECT QUITE so SPECIAL AS THE KITE.

HUM, THE MUSIC OF THE LINE. IT's OUR MAGAZINE.

Bob Brown
West Palm Beach, Florida
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Fly-Away
Kites

LARGEST
SUPERMARKET
OF KITES
ON �l:lE EASt
COAST

1 -800-29 KIT

Cal l olte-'JQ a i l fo r: p ri ce q tl ote !

Here is the rig that Brooks Le ffler constructed
for me, under pre ssure, since it was a
deviation from his normal Picavet suspension
rigs. Note the shock absorber on the top of the
pendulum for damping fore and aft movement.
This idea was "borrowed" from Craig Wilson.
Also, note the two fins, or dihedrals. The use
of these was after a de sign used by Christian
Becot of France. Brooks' wonderful workman
ship and attention to detail make this rig a real
pleasure to use. The c\osup view of the rig
reveals the elegant simplicity and superb
workmanship of Brooks Leffler. Brooks built
the rig for my Fuji D L-400 camera but I have
since become very fond of the Olympus Stylus.
Here you see the rig temporarily modified for
the Stylus, a tiny point and shoot that takes
superb sharp pictures.

To see your
work profiled i�
KITING, please
contact Craig
Wilson 721 0
Harvest Hill
Road Madison,
WI 5371 7.
Please do not
send photos via
e-mail. Send 5-6
of your finest
kite aerial
photos along
with a photo of
yourself and a
statement detailing your aerial experiences,
technical advice, favorite kap adventure,
equipment construction, or clever technique.

This image shows how the d ifferent perspective offered by the kite camera
can make a statement. In this case the observers and the vertical angle from
about 40 feet up emphasize the size of the rotating bol . The camera was an
Olympus Stylus. The film Kodak Gold I S O 200 and the lifter a Flowform 30.

I have always liked things that fly. As boys, my cousin and I built
and tested endless variations of model gliders and gas powered
model airplanes. My dad took flying lessons under the GI Bill and
I rode with him as a small boy in Piper Cubs. I went to college to
became a geographer, and when I was able to, I obtained a pilot s
license. After serving in the Navy, I moved to South Florida and
have worked in the field of geographic information systems for the
last 32 years. I have added a glider rating to my pilot s license, and
in the last year or so, discovered Kite Aerial Photography.
I started researching the topic and found Charles Benton s fantastic
web site, http://www-archfP. ced.berkeley. edulkap/ on KAP and
learned a lot by studying it. I spoke briefly with Craig Wilson at the
Little Acorn s Kite Festival and was impressed with the practicality
of his pendulum rig. Not wanting to reinvent the wheel I turned to
one of the gurus in the field, Brooks Leffler, who advised me and
assisted me by making my present rig.

This shot was taken from about 300 feet looking to the northwest. The
rainbow flowform is owned by Marv Harris. The ca m e ra was an Olympus
Stylus and the fi l m Kodak Gold ISO 200. The kite lifting the camera was a

I plan on retiring in three years and devoting a lot more time to
KAP and my other interests. Kite Aerial Photography is a perfect
combination of things that fly, photography, and enjoying a view of
the earth from a perspective that few get to see. In addition, it is a
way of sharing that experience with others through the photo
graphs. I am pleased to share my beginnings in KAP on my web site
at hup:/lwww.bbbrown.com/bbbrownlkap.htmi and here in KITING.

Sutton Flowform 30. A distant observer was used to place the camera at the
same altitude as the large Flowform kite in the picture.

Every year Lake Worth, Florida holds a street painting festiva l . Nearly 500 artists work for two days to create i n cred ible temporary works of art i n chalk
on the asphalt. If there was an event that was created j ust for KAP this is it. Tricky though with b u i l d i n g s and wires to navigate.

Hites On
(Left) An aerial self-portrait
photo by Craig Wilson,
accompanied by (left to
right), daughter, Madeleine ,
wife, Betsy, Governor
Thompson, his
Security dude- Dave Klocek,
Linda Underwood of Madison
Festivals and David Gomberg.

(Left)
Anne Harris'
Merlin sits under the
Octopi of Gomberg and
Sparling; (Above) The
Pufferfish of Yves
LaForest and Jack Rogers
attracted crowds all day as
did the big yellow ball of
Team No Limit of Germany.
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Big kites were
everywhere!

(Above)
Another aerial
photo by Craig Wilson
shows the crowds at Kites
On Ice. That's Craig
standing alone
bottom left in
the photo,
working the
crowds.
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(Above photos) Team No Limit's Bert
and Ernie characters look like they are swimming
when viewed from above. The Pufferfish of Rogers
and LaForest attracted massive crowds both days of
the festival. Aerial photos by Craig Wilson.
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Hites On Ice ZOOO
For many kite flyers winter is a time to think
back and reflect on the past and start building
for the future. We work on new kites, new
equipment, new routines and so on. Here in
the Midwest, February is a month when people
are involved in winter sports or spend a lot of
time in shopping malls. The farthest thing
from their minds is kite flying. That's a spring
ritual. In fact, I have lots of people ask me
"will kites fly in winter?"
Well, thanks to people like Craig Wilson of
Madison, Wisconsin people are starting to sit
up and take notice of kites as a year round
activity in a big way. Four years ago Craig
took a trip to Europe and witnessed one of
their large kite festivals and was so impressed
with what he saw that he went home to
Madison and tried to sell the idea of holding
one there. The city was already looking for a
way to bring people together during this time
of year, but with KITES? They had never
heard of such a thing, and were really skeptical
that such an event would work at all, espe
cially on a frozen lake. Well, Craig was
persistent and found a non-profit organization
called Madison Festivals, Inc, a group
committed to supporting events that stimulated
cultural and economic activity in downtown
Madison. And that's how Kites On Ice was
born.

by Jerry Houk

Center served as one big warming house filled
with kite displays, kite making workshops and
indoor kite flying. This event has drawn the
largest crowd ever held there. With its huge
glass windows, it offered a full panoramic
view of the festivities below and offered a
cozy view of the night fly and fireworks.

� wouldn't have gotten off the ground without
' the full support of the business community.

One couple that attended last year returned
this year, after a trip to a local Madison hat
store, dressed in carnival attire. A couple of
cross-country skiers and mountain bikers were
observed working their way through the
crowds, and a couple of airplanes were seen
circling for a closer look. Others brought
their entire families, some being pulled in
wagons and of course, sleds.
The kite booth set up on the ice was doing a
brisk business both days, as well as local
sponsors indoors. This event probably

Sponsors names were visible on large
rokkakus leaning against the large refreshment tent on the ice, when they weren't
airborne.

I think it is fair to say that of all the invited
guests, too many to name here, Ray Bethel
stole the hearts of all that attended. Ray is
deaf, and the crowd was asked to wave their
hands in appreciation. To see the thousands
of Madison people, young and old, waving
their arms was enough to bring tears to
anyone's eyes. I believe they are hooked on
kites, and Kites On Ice will continue to be a
"Huge Success".
Left, Torrey Lindemann talks to local school
children about quadline kites and competition
flying. Far left, the Dekorators from the UK
flew relentlessly and entertained the crowds
along with Chicago Fire, Team Staff, Ray
Bethell, Torrey Lindemann, and Lam Hoac.

I've put together a web page
containing some photos of the
miniature kite gal/ery from
Kites On Ice in Madison, WI :
http://members.aol.comldavisonglminiatures.htm
Hope you like it.
Glenn Davison

Kites On Ice just celebrated its second year
and it just seems to be getting bigger and
better. In fact it is already one of the largest
festivals anywhere. The people of Madison
have come out by the thousands to see the
large kites and invited quests. Last year's
attendance drew in 25,000 people and this
year's festival had an estimated 65,000 to
75,000. Kite flyers from all around the United
States were invited to show off their kites and
kite flying skills. It has also taken on an
international flavor with invited guests from
Australia, Canada, England, France, Germany,
and the Netherlands.
For those not inclined to venture out on the
ice, the Frank Lloyd Wright Convention

1l3cil�1]IJ@
OX KITE '
• Extra Cross

Sticks Included
+Assembles In

49 Argyle Ave. Buffalo, NY 14226
1-800-320-3351

Now onllne@

. Minutes
+Made In The USA
+Ourable Ripstop
.lIIylon
+Fine Airplane
Grade Woods
+Four Sizes

http://members.aol.com/MBOXKITE/bkcindex1 . html
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Events listed in bold
out about AKA

are AKA sanctioned events. To find
for
event call 1 ·800·252·2550.

Kiting

St. Patrick's Day Fly
Buffalo, NY
M i ke Decker (71 6) 834-2879

N ew England "Kite Mania 2000"
Newport, R I
Steve Santos (401 ) 846-3262

Family Fun Fly
Jull, MA
Seaside Kites (781 ) 925-3277

3-5
Gone With The Wind Classic
Tybee Island, GA
Savannah Sails (91 2) 232-7201

24 - 26
Westlake Kite Festival
Lahoma,OK
Pam Thomason (580) 796-2359

Little Acorns I nternational Kite
Festival, Miami Beach , FL
Linda Gelinas (888) 298-98 1 5

Olan Turner Kite Day
Langhorne, PA
Marianne G u m p (21 5) 757-0571

4
Great Lakes Kite Society Auction
Depew, NY
Mike Decker (71 6) 683-8596

25

Smithsonian Kite Festival
Washington, DC
Margo Brown (301 ) 890-1 1 78

KON E I ndoor FLY
Marblehead Mass
John Ruggiero (781 ) 631 -1 438

March 31 - April 2
Outer Banks SKC
Nags Head, NC
Kitty Hawk Kites (252) 441 -41 24

Spring Kite Tune-up
Nantasket Beach, MA
Seaside Kites (78 1 ) 925-32IT

April

March

4-5
Connectikiter's Kite Retreat
M ilford, CT
Peg Bumett (888) 988-8747
4-7
Elmer's Rendezvous
EI Mirage Dry Lake, Adelanto, CA
Corey Jensen (702) 220-4340
8 - 13
Spring Break Buggy Blast
Ivanpah and Roach Dry Lakes
Nevada/Califomia
Fran Gramkowski (856) 429-5735
10 - 12
Fort Worden Kitemakers
Conference
Port Townsend, WA
Sam Zeiler (206)368-9569
Midwest Area Kitemakers Retreat
Oregon , l L
Pam Hodges (65 1 ) 735-5373
12
72nd Annual ZUker Park Kite
Festival Austin,TX
Dorsey Twidwell (51 2) 471 -551 1
18
Kites Over Texarkana
Texarkana, TX
Allan Wren (870) 779-1 805

1 3th Annual Spiro Mounds Kite Fest

Spiro,OK
Dennis Peterson (91 8) 962-5 1 41

18- 19
Central Kite League Festival
Champions Awards Ceremony
Wichita Falls,TX (940) 691 -8522

1
April Fool's Day Fly
Shakopee, M N
Brad Klages (6 1 2) 866-9055
Ten nessee Riverpark Kitefly
Chattanooga, TN
Chuck Jones (423) 267-5858
2
Go Fly A Kite Day
Leesport, PA, Berks County PA
'
Carl Leisey (61 0)678-4661
Sonoma County Monthly Fly
Santa Rosa, CA
Arnold Stellema (707) 529-01 02
8
Kites Over Texarkana
Texarkana, TX
Allan Wren (870)IT9- 1 805
Renfrew Fun Fly
Waynesboro, PA
Bill Flohr (71 7) 762-8492

16
Earth Day Fly
Brooklyn Park, M N
Brad Klages (6 1 2) 941 - 1 32 1

12 - 14
Texas State Kite Fest
Rockport Beach, TX
Jeff Howard (91 8) 426-5908

22
Peaceful Bend Kite Fiy
St. Louis, MO
Katie Knott (573) IT5-3000

13
Habitat for Human ity Mendicino
Kite Festival , Fort B ragg , CA
Chuck G reenberg (707) 964-0942

22 - 23
Jewels of the Sky Festival
Lewisville, TX
Dick Bell (972) 423-3630

Kiwanis Kite Fly
St. Louis Park, M N
B o b Klein (61 2) 941 - 1 32 1

Workshop with Deb Cooley
World Kite Museum, Long Beach,
WA (360) 642-4020
28 - 30
Maryland International Kite
Expo (Mid Atlantic SKC)
Ocean City, MD (21 5) 736-37 1 5
29
Jacobson Park Kite Fly
LeXington, KY
HJ Powell (606)231 -8906
29 - 30
Kites UnlimitedKite Fest 2000
Galveston, TX
(409) 744-41 2 1
30
Evansville Kite Month Celebration
Evansville, I N
Dan Johnson (8 1 2) 845-2927

May

5-6
KBXR Columbia Festival of Kites
Columbia, MO
John G risham (573) 443-2506

9
Chili Feed at Fort Casey, WA
Fou r Winds Kites (425) 339-9334

6
D ragons In the Clouds
Towson University, Baltimore M D
Asian Arts / Culture (41 0) 830- 807

Flint Kite Fest 2000
Flint, M I
John Davis (81 0 ) 736-4037
Great St. John's Kite Festival
Annapolis, M D
R o n Young (41 0) 254-4265

M i l l Run Kite F l y (Mothers Day)
Hillard , OH
sealexander@postbox.esu.k1 2.oh.us
Mother's DayFun Fly at 1 0th Street
boat launch, Everett, WA
Four Winds Kites (425) 339-9334

8-9
7th Annual Bluebonnet Kite Fest
San Marcos, TX
Beverly Voth (51 2) 392-2699

15
I ndianapolis Kite Month Celebration
I ndianapolis, l N
Danna Korak (31 7) 849-5986

13 - 14
KON E Regional Kitefest / SKC
Nahant Beach, Lynn , MA
Tim Boyle (978) 667- 1 84 1

2

Great St. Louis Kite Festival
St. Louis, M O
Wendy Sept (31 4) 727-9500
Sullivan County Community
College Kite Day
J. Johannesen (5 1 8) 437-0404
Stunt Kite Competition
Ocean Shores, WA
Cutting Edge (360) 289-0667

Go Fly A Kite Festival
Albuquerque, N M
Connie Connolly (505) 883-0028

Harker Heights Kite Festival
Harker Heights, TX
Carolyn Wei r (409) 744-6008

6-7
Belmar Kite Classic
Belmar, NJ
Fly Away Kites 732-280-8084

19
St. Patrick's Day Fly
Cottage G rove, M N
Bradley Klages (61 2) 866-9055

15 - 16
2nd Annual Kites for CASA Kite Fly
Hays, KS
Lisa Beedy (785) 628-8641

7
Ansel Tony Memorial Kite Fly
Parker City, l N
Mike Bragg (765) 453-29IT

20
Sound Winds Kite Festival
Hammonasett St. Pk., Madison, CT
Jef C leaves (860) 223-000 1
Boston Kite Festival
F rankli n Park, Boston, MA
21
Applewood Little 500
Anderson , l N
D. Sheppard (765) 643-1 253
Camp Hill Kite Festival
Cam HiII, PA
Kurt by 71 7-939-5222

�

26 - 29
Wildwood International Kite
Festival, plus the 3rd G reat
I nternational M i niature Kite Contest
WUdwood , NJ
Sky Festivals (21 5) 736-37 1 5
Skydance Sakakawea Kite Festival
Garrison, N O
Deb Lenzen (701 ) 463-266 1
28
San Ramon Art & Wind Festival
San Ramo n , CA
Kim G i uliano (925) 275-2307
To l i s t y o u r event in

KITI N G use

the easy form prov i d e d
o n the

AKA webs ite at

www.a�
aka calendar.ksh
I n c l u d e t h e name, activities, date s ,
locati on . co ntact i nform ati o n .

p h (20S) S32-S -I 5 -1
March / April 2000

KITE UNESIN CYBERSPACE
Kite Lines will enter cyberspace on April 1 st,
2000. This is no April Fool's joke folks. The
international kite journal you've known and
loved for 23 years is taking this big step in
cooperation with Kitelife.com, the internet
kite magazine. Kitelife.com, is partnering
with Kite Lines Magazine, to start another
kiting e-zine called "Kite Lines Online." The
new e-zine will feature articles from 23 years
of archived kite material in a new bimonthly
Internet publication. Kite Lines will appear in
alternate months with Kitelife.com. For
example, you will read Kitelife on March 1 st,
Kite Lines on April 1st, Kitelife on May 1 st,
Kite Lines on June I st, and so on.
Only previously published Kite Lines articles
will appear online. Readers will get a
selection of 3 or more choice items from
early, out-of-print issues of the magazine. All
of these stories, plans, techniques and in
depth features have lain dormant, unknown to
the larger kite community for too long. Now
they will get a new life. All are guaranteed to
still be relevant and worth reading, often
treating subjects and concerns that are "hot
issues" right now.

Kite Lines Online is in no way a substitute
for the printed magazine containing current
news. This online publishing is a new and
separate project and does not fulfill any
subscriptions. The printed form of Kite Lines
Magazine will continue as it has always,
reflecting the constant panorama of change
that we relish as part of kiting.
Kitelife.com will also be hosting the
exceptional Kite Lines Bookstore with full e
commerce capabilities. The Kite Lines
Bookstore is well established as the largest
source of kiting books and publications on
the planet. Now this great resource will be
just a click away. The Bookstore goes "live"
with the publication of the next issue of
Kitelife.com, on March 1 .
The first issue o f Kite Lines Online will
publish the evening of March 30. If you have
access to the internet, circle your calendar for
April 1 st and punch up this address on your
computer: http://www.kitelife. com
Valerie Govig is the Publisher-Editor of Kite
Lines Magazine and Mike Gillard is the
Editor/Publisher of KiteLife. com. the Internet
Magazine.
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HTAI Trade Show
Rachel Hughes Reporting
The trade show
was a day
shorter than
previously but
an extra "fly"
day was added
so that more
people could
demonstrate the
products. The
show itself
offers the usual
exchange of
products and
services from manufacturer to retailers, as
well as a lot of educational material. One of
my favorite parts of the educational seminars
is the Retail Idea Exchange. Here retailers
share ideas of what worked well for them in
their store and what they might recommend
for others. This is more than just product
information, but ideas on lighting, display
and employee training. Retailers realize that
the sharing of ideas is a great tool. Manufac
turers also have a similar exchange at the
show.
The Trade show itself offers many new
products. This has grown in the past years
and there is a lot more for the retail stores to
choose from. Kites are the primary focus,
with kites ranging from a Go Fly A Kite delta
to an Active People Quadrifoil. Time should
be spent by the retailer trying out the
products at the designated demo areas, and
by asking questions in order to figure out
what their particular needs will be for the
upcoming year. There are a number of kite
related products, which are becoming
increasingly popular at the Trade show. Kite
surfboards, innovative winders, crazy
character windsocks, and stunt kite gadgets
are a few relatively new areas.
One of the exciting new developments in
Kiting is the adoption of National Kite
Month which will run in April (March 25
April 30). This is being promoted by the
KTAI and AKA. Information on National
Kite Month, as well as listings for upcoming
events can be found on their website at
NationalKiteMonth@Kite Trade. org.

world

world

New KTAI
President Brian
Smith of Active
People looks
forward to working
with the AKA to
promote National
Kite Month.

t

KITE TRADE
ASSOCIATION
INTERNATIONAL

New Officers
President
Brian Smith - Active People
Vice-President
Lolly Hadzicki-Ryno - Revolution Enterprises
Secretary-Treasurer
Julie King - Tori Tako
Immediate Past President
David Gomberg - Gomberg Kite Productions
Directors
Rachel Hughes - Rehoboth Sport and Kite Co.
Monica Barber - Cutting Edge Kites
Regis McCann - Nova Design Group Ltd.
Gail Crosby - Four Winds Kite Shop
Richard Kligman - Klig's Kites
Jim Christianson - go fly a kite, Inc.
Alternates
Wayne Glenn - The Kite Company
Mark Reed Prism Designs
Craig Stratton - Coast Kites
Executive Director
Maggie Vohs
Kite Trade Association International
PO Box 1 15, Rose Lodge, OR 97372-01 1 5
P: 541 /994-3453
F: 541 /994-3459
E: ExDir@ KiteTrade.org

-

Lolli Hadzicki-Ryno presents Dave Gomberg
the prestigous David Checkley award for
National Kite Month.

world

world

world

T he Kite Trade Show was hopping! Below, the
"go fly a kite " booth dominated the entrance;
Jeanne Merry of Cobra Kites talking with old
friends and customers Sue Moskowitz and
Steve Santos; the New Tech Sports booth and
all of their new designs; Mark Reed ofPrism,
demonstrating products via the computer.

Kite6 PI U6 Com pa ny
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Kite Reel

aka world aka world aka
1 999 KTAI A wards
Retailer of the Year-USA
Great Winds Kite Shop

Seattle, WA, USA
Retailer ofthe Year- non-USA
The Kite Store Ltd.

UNITED KINGDOM
Excellence in Manufacturing - USA
Prism Designs

If you're going to fly a single line kite or fighter kite, why settle for anything less than

Seattle, W A, USA

The World's Greatest Kite Reel.

Excellence in Manufacturing - non-USA
FJexifoiJ International

Kites Plus's Kite Reel allows for higher flying, better maneuvering and
is guaranteed to enhance every part of your kite flying experience.

UNITED KINGDOM

Handcrafted in the U . S . A . Made of Solid Red Oak ! ! !

Best New Kite of 1 999

Retailers Welcomed.

Pop Can Kite

Goodwinds Kites®

Seattle, WA, USA

23 1 92 Alcalde Dr. S uite C · Laguna Hills CA 92653
",
Phone: (949) 5 8 1 -6937 Fax : (949) 5 0 1 -4962

Best New Kite Related Product of1999

Order Information:

go fly a kite, Inc.

East Haddam, CT, USA

www.kiteplus.com / www.kitereel.com
E-mail: info @ kitereel.com

Best New Product Introduced at the Show

1-888-581-9213 order only / 1-949-581-6937 customer service

•

W ind Wheels

or

KiteSurfer
ACTIVE PEOPLE

Kanata, Ontario, CANADA

Supplies for the
Modern Kite Builder

Best Website 1999

www.kitelife. com
Kitelife.com

Columbus, OH, USA
Best Media Presentation for 1999

Power Trip Video

Flexifoil International

Request the all new 1 999-2000 catalog

UNITED KINGDOM

retail and wholesale inquiries invited

Best Retail Catalogue for 1999
Into The Wind

Boulder, CO, USA
Best WholesalelMfg. Catalogue for 1999
go fly a kite, Inc.

East Haddam, CT, USA
Cris BatdorfAward - Best Magazine

KITING
American Kitefliers Association, USA
Outstanding Kite Festival ill 1999
Washington State International Kite
Festival

Long Beach, WA, USA
David M. Checkley Award
David Gomberg - Kite Month

Gomberg Kite Productions Int '!. Inc.
Otis, OR, USA
Best Booth
In The Breeze

Bend, OR, USA

•

Experienced & award winning kitebuilders since 1 98 9

•

Experienced AKA comprehensive kite building j udge

•

Over 2,300 square feet devoted to kites & kite building

•

On-site machine shop, fittings made to order

•

One stop shopping for all your kite building needs

Kite Studio
5 5 5 5 Hamilton Boulevard
Wescosville, PA 1 8 1 06 USA
6 1 0-395-3 5 60

800-KITE-99 1

kbiferrl@fast.net

AKA Affiliated Clubs
4 Seasons Kite Club
Patrick Franks
3 1 7 Boyne Street
New Hudson, MI 48165
(248) 486-5277
eye2sky@ prodigy.net
Associated Oregon Kitefliers
Steve O'Brien
PO Box 2561 6
Portland, OR 97298
(541) 935-5408
obrien @presys.com
Bay Area Sport Kite League
Chuck Sigal
643 Jackson Street
Albany, CA 94706
(510) 524-3459
baskl @ skinner.com
Black Swamp Air Force
Terry Gerweck
P.O. Box 1 3334
Toledo, OH 436 1 3
(734) 243-091 9
tig@tdi.net
Chicagoland Sky Liners
Nelson Borelli
910 N. Lakeshore Drive
Chicago, IL 60611- 1533
(312) 649-9270
Cloud Chasers Kite Club
Richard Brumleve
3 Anna Lane
Springfield, IL 62703
(21 7) 787-8065
rsbgolfer@ aoLcom
Connectikiters
Dave Lombard
P. O. Box 270
Ansonia, CT 06401
(203) 732-5243
info@connectikiters.org
Crescent City Kiteflyers
Sandra M . Harris
1 8 1 3 Edinburgh Street
Metairie, LA 70001
(504) 835-0280
marshallsr@hotmaiLcom
Federation Ouebecoise
Du Cerf-Volant
4545 Ave. Pierre-deCoubertin
C P 1000, Succersale M
Montreal, PO H 1 V3R2
(514) 252-2032
cerfvol @ fqjv.qc.ca
Fly Pittsburgh Kite Club
Paul Shirey
235 Jolly Hill Road
Natrona Heights, PA 15065
(724) 295-0645
aerostar@ nauticom.net
Foothills Kite Club
Donald Nash
7035 W. 32nd Place
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
(303) 205-9020
kitedaddy@ hotmaiLcom

C l u b Affiliation costs $25 a year, a n d may b e sent t o t h e AKA c/o M e l Hickman. For
information eontact the AKA at 1 -800-252-2550, or contact: Robyne Gardner, AKA Club
Liaison. Contact

Gateway Kite Club
Kim Schenken
8606 Ardelia Avenue
St. Louis, MO 631 1 4
(314) 429-4182
G reat Lakes Kitefliers Society
(Mike Decker)
PO Box 331
Buffalo, N Y 1 4205-0331
(71 6) 834-2879
glks1 @ aoLcom
Hawaii Kiteflyers Association
Brian Hirose
PO Box 1 1722
Honolulu, HI 96828
(808) 732-6249
hiroseb @ hawaii. rr.com
Hoosier Kitefliers Society
Michael Bragg
PO Box 6881
Kokomo, IN 46904-6881
(765) 453-2977
pratt4 @ gateway.net
Jewels Of The Sky Kiters
Assn. (JOTS) Dick Bell
1 520 Amazon
Plano, TX 75075
(972) 423-3630
dickbell @ netcom.com
Kansas City Kite Club
Chris Moore
1 0900 N. Kenwood
Kansas City, MO 64155
(816) 734-4003
Kazoo Stringfellows
John Cosby
PO Box 2241
Kalamazoo, MI 49003-2241
(61 6) 345-5432
elainejohncosby@ yahoo.com
Keystone Kiters
Todd Little
832 Meadow Lane
Camp Hill, PA 1 70 1 1
(717) 939-5222
kites @ paonline.com
Kite Society of Wisconsin
Jeffrey C . Kataoka
2266 N. Prospect Ave, #501
Milwaukee, WI 53202
(414) 962-6336
Kites Over New England
Bob Hogan
156 Carver Road
Plymouth, MA 02360
(978) 256-8205
info@ kone.org
Las Vegas Kite Club
31 1 1 S. Valley View A-1 16
Las Vegas, NV 891 02
(702) 458-7536
LavenderWinds
Brian Bradley
2234 Santa Maria Dr.
Pittsburg, CA 94565
(510) 797-6997
kitebear@ aoLcom

Robyne at (4 1 9) 734-5880 or by e-mail at c1ubs@aka.kite.org

Lehigh Valley Kite Society
Joyce Ouinn
1 6 West 3rd Street
Bethlehem, PA 180 1 5
(610) 332-5857
curlylvks @ aoLcom
Lilac City Wind Chasers
Bill Lester
3524 W. Kiernan
Spokane, WA 99205-2138
blester@ ix.netcom.com
Maryland Kite Society
Joe Whitmore
3626 Robin Air Court
Pasadena, MD 21 1 22
(41 0) 437-0554
marylandkites@ hotmaiLcom
Mid-Michigan Kite Club
John Davis
5241 E. Coldwater Rd., #227
Flint, MI 48506
(810) 736-4037
kitewiz289@ aoLcom
Mid-Michigan String
Stretchers (M2S2)
Ken Blain
349 Springreene
Ada, MI 49301
(6 1 6) 676-5980
spacioussky@ grgig.net
Midwest Winds Kitefliers
Club (Todd Petrick)
PO Box 3770
Omaha, NE 681 03-0770
(402) 551 -3372
dubl2ee@ aoLcom
Minnesota Kite Society
PO Box 58001 6
Minneapolis, MN 55458
New York Kite Enthusiasts
Jeremy Johannesen
2 Maple Avenue
Albany, NY 12208
(518) 437-0404
nykiters @yahoo.com
North Coast Sky Painters
Rich Miller
P. O. Box 2336
Aberdeen, WA 98520-0381
crabble@ olynet.com
Northern California Kite Club
Derrol Hammer
1 48 Eureka Way
Tracy, CA 95376
(209) 835-6478
hammer1 @ 1 1 n 1 .gov
Northwest Buggy Pilots Assn.
Morrie & Kelci Williams
P.O. Box 1 358
Westport, WA 98595-1 358
(360) 268-0318
williams @techline.com

Ohio Society forthe Elevation
of Kites (OSEK)
Harry G regory
10228 Winthrop Rd.
Streetsboro, OH 44241
(330) 274-2818
flyinfre @ apk.net
Pierce County Kitefliers
c/o Mainframe Kite Shop
3340 East 1 1 th Street
Tacoma, WA 98421
(253) 927-8779
CBAKites @ webtv.net
Prairie Winds Kite Club
Wayne Patton
P. O . Box 29775
Lincoln, NE 68529
(402) 438-0807
Richmond Air Force
Charles Stonestreet
3646 G rovewood Road
Richmond, VA 23234
(804) 271 -4433
rafl @ aoLcom
Rogue Valley Windchasers
Archie Clay
220 Dunlop Lane
Grants Pass, OR 97527
(541 ) 862-2258
archie @ cpros.com
Route 66 Kite Club
Thomas M. Manson
4422 W. EI Camino Drive
Glendale, AZ 85302
(480) 891-8042
Thomas.Manson@ARZ.boeing.com

San Diego Kite Club
Roger A. McComb
PO Box 7977
San Diego, CA 92167
(858) 858-3461
Sky Pilots Kite Club
Carl Leisey
640 FairmountAvenue
Wernersville, PA 1 9565
(610) 678-4661
spkc4u @ aoLcom
South Jersey Kite Flyers
Michael Dallmer
P . O . Box 32
Collingswood, NJ 08108
(21 5) 722-4092
sjkf @geocities.com
Southern Oregon Aire Riders
Mike Godfrey
P.O. Box 390
Gold Hill, OR 97525
(541) 855-9359
Susquehanna River Rats
Bryan Janis
29 Cool Creek Manor Drive
Wrightsville, PA 1 7368
(717) 252-0835
suskiteco @ cplx.net

The Alamo Kiteflyers Outfit
(TAKO) Leona Clark
1348 Timberwood Trail
New Braunfels, TX 78132
(210) 609-2002
Treasure Island Sport Kite
Klub (Claxton A. Thompson)
191 6 Castle Bay Court
Oldsmar, FL 34677
(813) 891 -0301
cthompson @techforce.com
Tulsa WindRiders
Collette Lemons
P.O. Box 562
Glenpool, OK 74033
(918) 322-9630
rokman @ sprintmail.com
Washington Kiteftiers
Association
Pacific Science Center
200 2nd Ave N
Seattle, WA 98109
Rob Pratt (360) 956-1 513
robcp @ worlnet.att.net
Westport Windriders
Creda Axton (360) 49 1-3229
4004 Wiggins Road SE
Olympia, WA 98501
aderc @ msn.com
Wichita Windjammers Kite
Club / Mark Monroe
1 20 N . Hillside
Wichita, KS 67214
(316) 945-0516
Wind Dancers
Gloria Harmon
Rt 3, Box 86A
Waxahachie, TX 751 67
(972) 938-3954
Wind Rhythm Kite Club
Bob Webb (712) 546-8050
921 1stAvenue SE
LeMars, IA 51031
Wind Weavers
Judy Kingery (915) 692-5927
1118 Barrow
Abilene, TX 79605
Wings Across Carolina Kiting

& Okra Society (WACKOS)

Marty G roet (704) 596-531 2
Box 37289
Charlotte, NC 28237
Email: jmartjr@ aoLcom
http://home.att.netJ
-wackiteslindex. html
Wings Over Washington
(WOW) c/o Dennis Hawley
2805 Hunter Mill Road
Oakton, VA 22 1 24
kitesrus2 @ aoLcom
301 -776-9004.
Wisconsin Kiters
Bob Rymaszewski
1 06 1 5 West G reenwood Tr.
Milwaukee, WI 53224
(414) 329-9825
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CHAllENGE

Report by Jim Martin

The Wings Across Carolina Kiting and Okra Society, Charlotte,
North Carolina's only active club for kite makers and fliers, has
announced the first recipient of the WACKOS Kiter of the Year
Award. At the WACKOS 1 st Annual Dinner Party and Awards
Banquet, held last Saturday at the Bayou Kitchen in Charlotte,
the award was presented to Marty Groet.
(

The award was presented by Jim Martin, Jr., who praised Groet
for his commitment to the club and his warmth and sincere
friendship to all those who have flown with the WACKOS in
their first year. Martin said, "Marty, you are the one who keeps
most of us coming back - in spite of the rest of us!"
Marty Groet was among the founders of the WACKOS, attended
6 of the 7 official kite events at which WACKOS was represented
and was a consistent and supportive presence at the club's twice
monthly flying days. Marty is the leader of the WACKOS in their challenge with the Treasure Island Sport
Kite Klub (TISKK, of Treasure Island, FL) to see which club could fly the most fighter kites on a single
branching line (WACKOS currently lead by a comfortable margin 2 1 - 1 2). Groet is an accomplished kite
maker, with many members of WACKOS owning and flying his G-Fighter kites. His variation on Peter
Lynn's Tri-D design was the hit of the Cellular and Box Kite Mass Ascension at Carolina Kite Fest this year,
and his club banners are a central part of every WACKOS get-together.

We have a little challenge going
with the WACKOS in North
Carolina. TISKK has flown 12
independent fighters on a single
control line and the WACKOS
have flown 2 1 . We would
welcome any other clubs to join
this challenge. I want to know if
there is a record for this kind of
flying. I understand Kitelines
Magazine holds any acknowl
edged records but I have not
received a response from them.
We are calling this a "flock" of
fighters. Can anybody help?
Rick Beaman
Treasure Island Sport Kite Klub

He also organized and led the first WACKOS workshop, where members and friends made mini-banners to
decorate the flying field, as well as created and maintained the club's web site. The selection of Marty Groet
as the first WACKOS Kiter of the Year was unanimous by the other members of the club.
For further information, contact Jim Martin, Public Information Officer, by reply e-mail. For more informa
tion on the WACKOS, local kiting, and the Great Fighter Challenge visit our web site at: http://home.att.neti
-wackiteslindex.htrnl. WACKOS is open to any flier or kite enthusiast, and meets regularly at Frank Liske
Park, weather permitting.
Photo above from Jim Martin.
Photo to right from Rick Beaman.

Monthly Scheduled Club Activities - Flys
Fly Pittsburgh Kite Club
2nd Saturday of the month
Cooper's Lake Campground
Portersville, PA
Paul Shirey (724) 295-0645

Lehigh Valley Kite Society
2nd Monday of the month
Club Meetings (61 0) 867-4999
1 st Sunday of the month fly,
Louise Moore Park, Bethlehem, PA

Pierce County Kitefliers Association
Meetings - last Thursday of the
month, Summit Branch of Pierce
County Library, Tacoma, WA
Rob Ford (206) 572-8761

Kansas City Kite Club
2nd Sunday of the month Club flies
Johnson County CC,
Overland Park, KS
(91 3) 894-5483

Lilac City Wind Chasers
Fun fly every Tuesday (4 pm til dark)
Friendship Park, Spokane, WA

Richmond Air Force
1 st Sunday of the Month
Dorey Park, Henrico County, VA
C. B. Stonestreet (804) 271 -4433

Kazoo Stringfellows
River Oaks Park ( 1 - 4 pm)
April 25, May 2, June 6, July 1 1 )
Kites Over New England
1 st Saturday of the month, all year
Nahant Causeway, Lynn, MA
Sept thru May -1 st Sat.of the month
Indoor fly, Marblehead High Gym 6-9
Ralph Reed (978) 937-8290
lavender Winds Kite Club
2nd Sunday @ noon (March-Oct.)
North of Sand Gregorio State Beach
Brian or Mark (51 0) 797-6997
http://members.aol.comlkitebear

Maryland Kite Society
Every 3rd Sunday of the month
Carrs Mill Park, Inwood, M D
Midwest Winds Kiteflyers
Club Meeting 2nd Wednesday of the
Month at Shoney's (Omaha, NE)
Club fly following Sunday
Randy Fox (402) 330-7271
North Coast Sky Painters
2nd Weekend of the month
Iliahee Beach, Ocean Shores, WA
Eric Halverson (503) 537-081 7
Northwest Buggy Pilots Association
4th Saturday every month at
Wash-Away Beach, Grayland, WA.
Morrie Williams (360) 268-031 8

San Diego Kite Club
3rd Saturday of the month
Mission Bay (south ofthe Hilton)
John Rogers (61 9) 691 -8640
SCI-FI Kite Club (Everett, WA)
2nd Sunday of the month
Call for location and details
Gail Cosby (425) 339-9334
South Jersey Kite Flyers
2nd Sunday of the month
Gloucester County College
Mike Dallmer - 2 1 5-722-4092
Treasure Island Sport Kite Klub
Fun Fly Every Sunday @ 2 :00pm
At the Bilmar,Treasure Island, FL.

Topeka Kitefliers
First & Third Sunday of the month
Governor's Mansion, Topeka, KS
Bob Homan (785) 273-37 1 5
Wings Across Carolina Kiting and
Okra Society (WACKOS)
1 st and 3rd Saturday of the month
Frank Liske Park, between
Harrisburg and Concord, NC
Jim Martin (704) 535-4696
(JMartJr@ aol,com)
Westport Windriders
4th Saturday of every month,
Grayland Beach approach in
Grayland, WA; potluck in the
evening
Creda Axton (360) 491 -3229
Wings Over Washington
First Sunday of the Month Fly
Washington Monument,
Washington, DC
Mike VanMeers (30 1 ) 948-0559

Alabama

Forever FlyingHigh Performance Kites
1 71 1 -P Central Parkway SW
Decatur, AL 35601
(256) 308-0988, Fax (256)308-0658
www.foreverflying.com
Alaska

Northwind Kites
320 W. Fifth Avenue, #1 58
Anchorage, AK 99501
(907) 279-4FUN, Fax (907) 279-4388
Arizona

Dream Merchant
4600 West Hwy. 68
Golden Valley, AZ 8641 3
(520) 565-9592
Email: kitelady@ctaz.com
Play It By Air
2927 E. Grant Rd., Tucson, AZ 857 1 6
(520) 326-3442, Fax (520) 326-6626
Arkansas

KaleidoKites
1 -C Spring Street
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
(501 ) 253-6596
California

Candy & Kites
1 41 5 Coast Highway, P.O. Box 8
Bodega Bay, CA 94923
(707) 875-3777, Fax (707) 783-341 7
Come Fly A Kite
1 228 State Street
Santa Barbara, CA 931 0 1
(805) 966-2694,
E-Mail : kitessb @ aol.com
Epic Kites Etc.
423 Culver Blvd.
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293-7705
(31 0) 679-61 76 or (31 0) 822-9550
Farners Kites, Surrey's More
1 1 08 Front Street
Morro Bay, CA 93442
(805) 528-3545
Gone With The Wind Kites
200 Industrial Road #1 00
San Carlos, CA 94070
(650) 594-1 055 www.gwtw-kites.com
Highline Kites of Berkeley
6809 Del Monte Avenue
Richmond View, CA 94805-2048
{51 0) 235-5483
E-Mail : info @ HighLineKites.com
Into Paradise
P.O. Box 522, Felton, CA 950 1 8
(408) 336-031 4, Fax (408) 336- 1 563
E-Mail: intopara @ cruzio.com
Into the Blue
65 Third Street, P.O. Box 7 1 8
Point Reyes Station, CA 94956
(41 5) 663-1 1 47

Super Kites
4738 Elmhurst Drive
San Jose, CA 951 29
(408) 252-2566
Wind Wizard
398 Crocker Avenue, P.O. Box 7304
Ventura, CA 93006-7304
(805) 659-5769
www.windwizard.com
Colorado

Flying Penguin Kites
7035 W. 32nd Place
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
(303) 205-9020
Email: kitedaddy @ hotmail.com

Illinois

The Kite Harbor
435 E. Illinois, Chicago, IL 6061 1
(31 2) 321 -5483, Fax (3 1 2) 321 -5484
E-Mail: kitehbr@ interaccess.com
The Kite Harbor #2
1 09 N . Marion, Oak Park, IL 60301
(708) 848-4907
homepage@ interaccess.com/-kitehbr
Stanton Hobby Shop
471 8 N. Milwaukee Avenue
Chicago, IL 60630
(31 2) 283-6446, Fax (31 2) 283-6842
Indiana

Into The Wind
1 408 Pearl St., Boulder, CO 80302
(303) 449-5356, Fax (303) 449731 5800-204-5483 1
www.intothewind.com

Play With The Wind
1 306 N. Eclipse Place
South Bend, IN 46628
(21 9) 237-0395
E-Mail: playwind @ compuserve.com

The Kite Store
Southwest Plaza
8501 W. Bowles Avenue
Littleton, CO 801 23
(303) 979-8800
Email: ksgfly @ aol.com

Tether Point Kites
81 1 3 Talliho Drive
Indianapolis, IN 46256
(31 7) 845-9905 Fax (31 7) 849-6046

Wizard of the Wind
1 3761 Braun Dr., Golden, CO 80401
(303) 478-6394

Kansas Kite Connection
1 806 1 6th Street, Great Bend, KS
67503-41 1 0 (31 6) 793-61 64

Connecticut

Louisiana

Hammonasset Kites
85 Cow Hill Road, Clinton, CT 064 1 3
(860) 664-951 8, Fax (860) 669-1 331
Delaware

Kansas

The Kite Shop

542 Saint Peter Street
New Orleans, LA 701 1 6
(504) 524-0028
Maine

The Unique Place
525 S. Washington
Royal Oak, M I 48067
(31 3) 398-5900
Minnesota

Kippewa Gardens
1 200 Third Avenue
International Falls, MN 56649
(877) 689-3681

Flying High With Charon
5633 Carlton Dr., St. Louis, MO 63049
(31 4) 376-6055
Montana

Amazing Toys
31 9 Central Ave.
Great Falls, MT 59401
(406) 727-5557
Nebraska

Becky's Performance Kites
3530 Woodbine Avenue
Lincoln, N E 68506-5741
(402)489-0845 www.4w.comlbeckys
It Flys
1 208 • Howard Street
Omaha, NE 681 02
(402) 342-9032 or (402) 346-3607
Prairie Flyer Kites
938 N . 70th St. , Lincoln, NE 68505
(402) 434-531 8
Prairieland Loft
429 S. 9th Avenue
Broken Bow, NE 68822
(308) 848-3373 or (308) 872-8307

Rehoboth Sport & Kite Co.
1 Virginia Avenue
or 67 Rehoboth Avenue
Rehoboth Beach, DE 1 9971
(800) 250-KITE, Fax (302) 227-951 5
www.rehobothkite.com
Newest location:
23 Bellvue Street
Dewey Beach, DE

Northern Sky Toyz
388 Fore Street, Portland, ME 041 0 1
(207) 828-091 1 , Fax (207) 865-09 1 1

Florida

Massachusetts

Flash Flights
5348 Gulf Drive #C
Holmes Beach, FL 3421 7- 1 5 1 3
(94 1 ) 778-7600, Fax (941 ) 778-7706

Sea Side Kites
259 Nantasket Ave., Hull, MA 02045
(78 1 ) 925-3277
www.seasidekites.com

Annie's Kites & Wind Things
PO Box 1 46 1
Paramus, NJ 07653
(20 1 ) 444-4244, Fax (20 1 ) 445-6780
www.anniebees.com

Kitesville USA, Inc.
405 Gulf Blvd.
I ndian Rocks Beach, FL 34635
(800)445-6902, Fax (81 3) 596-7681
www.kitesville.com

Maryland

New Mexico

Kites Up & Away
8 Fleet Street, Annapolis, MD 2 1 40 1
(41 0) 263-4628

Kites & More
5604 Menaul Blvd, N E
Albuquerque, NM 871 1 0
(505) 898-6805 o r (505) 883-0028

Kool Kites
3247 Bahia Vista Street
Sarasota, FL 34239-7302
(81 3) 756-4099 or (81 3) 751 -6427
Dn Air
208 Johns Pass Boardwalk
Madeira Beach, FL 33708
(81 3) 398-4472

Kite Flight San Diego
2255 State Street
San Diego, CA 921 0 1
(61 9) 232-2555, Fax (61 9) 232-7037

Pensacola Beach Kite Shop
1 2 Via De Luna Drive, #301
Pensalcola Beach, FL 32561
(850)932-8933, Fax (850)932-2554
Emai l: jodiane @ aol.com

Kites Etc.
806 East Balboa Blvd.
Newport Beach, CA 92661
(949) 673-0450

Salt Lake Distributors
41 1 S. 1 st Street #402
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250
(800) 847-7258, Fax (904) 221 -7327

Sport Kites International
20505 Yorba Linda Blvd. #800
Yorba Linda, CA 92886
(71 4) 970-2883, Fax (71 4) 970-7982

Georgia

Savannah Sails & Rails / T. C. Ultra
423 E. River Street
Savannah, GA 31 401
(91 2) 232-720 1 , Fax (91 2) 232-0655

Cricket's Corner
17 Shore Road, Ogunquit, ME 03907
(207) 646-2261
E-Mail-ocean @ cybertours.com

The Kite Loft
51 1 Boardwalk, P.O. Box 551
Ocean City, MD 21 842
(41 0) 289-7855, Fax (41 0) 289-5726
www.kiteloft.com

Nevada

Sierra Kites
7777 White Fir Street
Reno, NV 89523
(702) 786-02 1 6 , Fax (702) 747-1 227
New Jersey

New York

Michigan

Big City Kite Company
1 2 1 0 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 1 0028
(21 2) 472-2623, Fax (21 2) 472-2998

Air-Fun Kites
1 67 S. Hancock Street
Pentwater, M 1 49449
(61 9) 869-7004 (888) 247-3861
www.air-fun.com

Buffalo Kite Company
49 Argyle Ave., Buffalo, NY 1 4226
(71 6) 834-2879
http://members.aol.comlMBOXKITEI
index1 .html

J & T Enterprises
2 1 77 E. Bluewater Highway
Ionia, MI 48846
(61 6) 527-4229, Fax (61 6) 527-2420

Kookaburra Kites
70 Seneca Street
Geneva, NY 1 4456
(31 5) 789-5555 Phone/Fax
E-mail: swagner@ lynnet.com

Kite Kraft
576 S. Main, Frankenmuth, MI 48734
(51 7) 781 -3029 or (51 7) 652-2961
Kites & Fun Things
1 049 S. Main St. , Plymouth, M I 481 70
(31 3) 454-3760, Fax (31 3) 454-0345

No Strings Attached
1 2 Dunsbach Rd.
Clifton Park, NY 1 2065
(51 8) 371 -85 1 0
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Playful Affaire
1 6350 Lower Harbor Road
Brookings, OR 9741 5
(54 1 ) 41 2-9223

Lone Star Kites
P.O. Box 1 251 , Pflugerville, TX 78691
(512) 251 -2033, Fax (512) 25 1 -2 1 88
http://www.lonestarkites.com

Wind Dancer Unlimited
85 Broadway
Seaside, OR 97138
(503) 71 7-01 38, Fax (503) 71 7-0241
E-Mail: windance@ seasurf.net

Rainbows 4 Sail
303 N. College Street
Waxahachie, TX 75165
(972) 923-01 1 9, Fax (972) 923-0242
E-Mail: rainbows-4-sail @worldnet.att.net

Pennsylvania

Avenue Cut Rate
1400 Perkiomen Avenue
Reading, PA 19602

Sky Delight Kites
P.O. Box 1 989
Kingsland, TX 78639
(91 5) 388-9288
http://www.skydelight.com

Kitty Hawk Kites
P.O. Box 1 839, Nags Head, NC 27959
(919) 441-4124, Fax (91 9) 441 -7597
www.kittyhawk.com

Burlesque Kites
1 6 West Third Street
Bethlehem, PA 1 801 5-6922
(61 0) 332-5483, Fax (215) 867-4999

Windchasers
5800 Padre Blvd.
South Padre Island, TX 78597
(888) 81 0-7484
http://www.kiteshop.com

Ohio

Kite Studio
5555 Hamilton Blvd
Wescosville, PA 1 8 1 06
(61 0) 395-3560

Solar Winds Kite Company
PO Box 652
Mount Kisco, NY 1 0549
(914) 666-9378 (888) 666-9378
www.solarwindskites.com
North Carolina

Kites Unlimited-Atlantic Beach
Atlantic Station Shopping Center
P.O. Box 2278,
Atlantic Beach, NC 2851 2-2278
(252) 247-701 1 , Fax (252)247-0282
Kites Unlimited-Raleigh
North Hills Mall, Raleigh, NC 27609
(919) 783-9660 or (91 9) 787-42 1 2

Amoka Windsurfing Kites
4703 Lose, Monclova, OH 43542
(419) 878-2346, Fax - (419) 878-6009
www.amoka.com
Big Sky Kites
6600 Ridge Road
Cincinnati, OH 4521 3
(513) 631 -7223, Fax (513) 792-2144
Eye'z UP Kites Accessories
3578 Birdland Ave., Akron, OH 443 1 9
(330) 644-8200, Fax (216) 644-8200
Email: ksgn09a@ prodigy.com
Kites B Kool
1 20 S. Market St.,
Wooster, OH 44691
(330) 263-5483
Wings on the Wind
126 West Wooster Street
Bowling Gteen, OH 43402
(419) 352-5483, Fax (419) 353-5483
http://www.wowkites.com
Yankee Doodle Flag Company
3525 N. Holland Sylvania Rd.
Toldeo, OH 43615-1 038
(800) 228-3524, Fax (41 9)842-0307
Oklahoma

Kinetic Kites
6313 Willow Ridge, P.O. Box 477
Bethany, OK 73008
(405) 722-KITE
E-mail: www.telepath.com/kiteman
Thomason's Sport Kites
RR# 1 , Box 65
Lahoma, OK 73754
(580) 796-2359
http://www.ionet.oetl-kites
Oregon

Catch the Wind-Depoe Bay
304 S.E. Hwy. 1 0 1 , P.O. Box 324
Depoe Bay, OR 97341
(541 ) 765-2900
www. catchthewind. com
Catch the Wind-Florence
1 250 S.w. Bay, P.O. Box 1 923
Florence, OR 97439
(541) 997-9500
Catch the Wind-Lincoln City
266 S. E. Highway 1 0 1 , P.O. Box 973
Lincoln City, OR 97367
(800) 227-7878, Fax (503) 994-4766
Catch the Wind-Newport
669 S.W. Bay Blvd., P.O. Box 736
Newport, OR 97366
(541 ) 265-9500
Paint the Sky Kites
828 N.W. 23rd
Portland, OR 972 1 0
(503) 222-5096, Fax (503) 222-5034

610-378-50 13

Susquehanna Kite Company
29 Cool Creek Manor Drive
Wrightsville, PA 1 7368
(717) 252-0835, Fax (717) 252-0835
Windstar Kites of Greater Pittsburgh
203 Ridgeway Dr., Baden, PA 1 5005
(724) 869-4488
www.windstarkites.com
Rhode Island

High Flyers Flight Co.
492 Thames St., Newport, R I 02840
(40 1 ) 846-3262
South Carolina

Kites Fly'n Hi
The Rainbow Market
40 N. Market Street
Charleston, SC 29401
(843) 577-3529
Klig's Kites
Barefoot Landing
North Myrtle Beach, SC
(843) 272-5768
Klig's Kites
Galleria Shopping Center
Myrtle Beach, SC
(843) 449-2856
Klig's Kites
Broadway on the Beach
My1le Beach, SC 29577
(843) 448-7261 , Fax 803-448-7370
www.kligs.com
Texas

B & S Kites
41 0 Padre Blvd., Suite N
South Padre Island, TX 78597
(956) 761 - 1 248, Fax (956) 781 -841 3
bskites @ hotmail.com
Buck-N-Blue Outdoors
P.O. Box 2 1 21
Alvin, TX 775 1 2-21 21
(713) 581 -2728, Fax (71 3) 393-3100
http://www.jbrau.com
Buffalo Beano Company
801 University Avenue
Lubbock, TX 79401
(800) 788-BEANO, Fax (806) 763-KITE
Fly It Port A
405 Cut Off Road
Port Aransas, TX 78373
(51 2) 729-3 6 1 2 or (512) 749-41 90
E-Mail:flyit@ dbstech.com

World Wind Kites
7208 McNeil Drive #204
Austin, TX 78729
(800) 550-0858, Fax (512) 250- 1 1 27
http://www.worldwind.com
Vermont

The Flagshop of Vermont
Essex Junction, VT 05452
(802) 879-4542, Fax (802) 879-0954
www.kitesvermont.com
Virginia

Blue Ridge Kites
1 234 Windsor Dr., Bedford, VA 24523
(703) 586-6846
Hang-em High Fabrics
1 420 Yale Ave., Richmond, VA 23224
(804) 233-61 55, Fax (804) 233-6 1 55
Washington

Colors on the Windn
1 1 8 E. Wellesley
Spokane, WA 99207
(509) 326-9221 or (509) 484-KITE
www.colors-wind.com
Cutting Edge Kites
676 Ocean Shores Blvd NW
Ocean Shores, WA 98569
(360) 289-0667
www.cuttingedgekites.com
Four Winds Kite Shop
1 9 1 1 Broadway, Everett, WA 98201
(425) 339-9334
Email: 4winds@ eskimo.com
Gasworks Park Kite Shop
3333 Wallingford Ave. N
Seattle, WA 981 03
(206) 632-6 1 5 1 , Fax (206) 633-0301
E-Mail: goodwinds@ aol.com

Great Winds Kite Shop
402 Occidental Ave. South
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 624-6886, Fax (206) 624-9633
www.greatwinds.com
Hi-Flyers
55 Main St., Pacific Beach, WA 98571
(360) 276=8377
Long Beach Kites
1 04 Pacific Avenue N., P.O. Box 1 1 7
Long Beach, W A 98631
(360) 642-2202, Fax (360) 642-231 8
Ocean Kites
51 1 S. Pacific, P.O. Box 1 287
Long Beach, WA 98631
(360) 642-8988, Fax (360) 642-8986
Wisconsin

Aeri a l Stunt Kites
1 21 Wrigley Drive
Lake Geneva, WI 5 3 1 47
(414) 249-0631
Fish Creek Kite Company
3853 Highway 42, P.O. Box 331
Fish Creek, WI 542 1 2
(414) 868-3769
Canada

Concept Air
201 Boul. Tadoussac
Canton Tremblay, PO G7H 5A8
(418) 545-8368, Fax (418) 545-2288
E-Mail: traction @ conceptair.com
Kites and Puppets Only
1 496 Cartwright Street, Box 1 3
Vancouver, BC, Canada V6H 3Y5
(604) 685-9877 or (604) 689-0820
LaGite Du Cerf Volant
935 De La Seigneurie
Saint-Roch-des-Aulnaies PO GOR 4EO
(418) 354-21 82, Fax (418) 354-2758
International

AGAIN
Shinshia Yamate 1 F
Yamate Douri 3-24 Showa-ku
Nagoya 466 JAPAN
81 -52-741 -0683, Fax 81 -52-835-9987
Air's Kite Works Co. Ltd.
1 -9-4 Hasegawa Riki Bldg.
Ebisunami, Shibuya-ku
Tokyo 1 50 JAPAN
81 -3-3760-7341 , Fax 81 -3-3760-7342
Chill Out
Unit 36 Chamorro Village
P.O. Box 4585
Agana, Guam 96932
(67 1 ) 472-4867, Fax (671 ) 472-4865
Huntley Direct
Huntley Court, Huntley Clos
GL1 9 3E U , UK
44-1 452-830207

Bill Ochse and
Maggie Vohs, two
dedicated kite trade
industry leaders who
have worked to
introduce thousands
to Kiting. Bill (King
of the Wind) is the
founder of the Kite
Loft in Ocean City,
MD and Maggie is
the 'Exective Director
of the KTAI.
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Next, I started building and
testing. The first test was made
out of shopping bags and carbon
fiber rods. I accidentally built
this fighter upside down. It flew
well, but it didn't look right. It
was just starting to get cold
around here when I rebuilt it
right side up. At the first indoor
fly of the season I found myself
with a newly built fighter made
from 1/2 oz. Icarex. There was a gleam in my
eye that soon turned into a tear. Not really
knowing much about the designing aspect of
fighters, I painfully became aware that I had
used a much larger carbon bow than would be
needed for indoor flying. The results of that
first quick pull on the spectra flying line was
a deep cut into my fmger, and so, it was back
to the drawing-board for me. The difference
was now I was on my own. I had used up all
the written resources I could get my hands on,
so it was onto the TLAR (that looks about
right) method of kite building. I haven't
included many building methods in this plan.
The reason was that I felt if we all did it the
same way, we would never find those small
differences in each others thinking process
that leads to innovation. I encourage all to
experiment with kites and methods of
building. You'll be surprised how much fun
you can have!

Fighters

I n qoor Fig hter
Kite pla ns
By Paul Berard

The inspiration for this kite started with a kite
I built using shopping bags and carbon fiber
rods. It was made using an article in
"Kitelines" Magazine, (Spring 1 993, Vol. 1 0,
NO. 1 ) called "Family of Fighters" by Ed
Alden. I've never meet Ed, but he sure is into
the math and the details, highly recommended
reading for all fighter builders and designers.
I started flying indoor dual-line kites five
years ago. Being a kite builder, I was excited
about learning all there was to know about
designing kites that flew well indoors. It's
then I found out that not many people knew
all that much about the subject and I couldn't
rely on my kite library for much help. But, I
did have an opportunity to fly once a month in
Marblehead, Massachusetts at the Kites Over
New England club flys. These flys are a great
place for kiters to socialize, share knowledge,
and fly in the dead of New England's winter.
Everyone shares their kites to teach others
how to fly. I love the look on someone's face
when they realize they can fly indoors, too.
That brings me to the Indoor fighters. I
wasn't in that good of shape to be running
around all night flying a dual-line kite and a
quad-line kite seemed to me to be too much to
learn. It was during a hurricane, at the
Newport Festival, that I saw Peter Lee fly a
fighter kite indoors. I was stunned by his
performance. I had to get to know more about
fighters. It was summer, so I had to settle for
outdoor fighter flying. I bought a few
inexpensive fighters and proceeded to teach
myself how to fly. At the time there weren't
many people flying fighters in New England,
so I bought a couple of fighter books and read
everything I could get my hands on. It was
then that I got a copy of the "Kitelines"
magazine with the article written by Ed
Alden. All things changed after that, Ed had
done the math, and some of it I could make
sense of.

The dimensions shown are for a finished kite
(add hem allowances if you make one from
cloth). I have made this kite from 112 oz.
Icarex, Mylar tissue, Orcon, and a numerous
other kinds of lightweight Mylar ftlm mostly
used in gift preparation.
For spars, I use a .08 micro-carbon fiber rod
for the spine, and a .05 micro-carbon fiber for
the bow. I use 1 1 1 6" diameter vinyl end caps

I N DOOR FIGHTER
by PAUL BERARD

A

DIMENSIONS

AB
CD
AE

D

C

=

=
=

24"

29"
4 3/4"

H B = 6 1/2"

FG = 4 1 /2"
A.J = 1 1 "

B

r
H

BRIDLE
DIMENSIONS
FK
KG
KH

=

=
=

4 1 /2"
4 1/2"
24"

HL = 13"
L = 4" AD.J, LOOP

to cover the ends of the rods. You can cut
these vinyl end caps as short as possible to
save weight and use the extra pieces to be cut
up and used for bridle stops later on. You can
tape, sew, or use glue in the construction. I've
tried them all with good results. On cloth
models, I sew a ribbon on the diagonal at the
intersection of the bow and the spine. On the
Mylar models, I either tape the spars in place
or use a small vinyl piece at the intersection
and then tape them down.
The bridle points "F, G, H" are usually
reinforced on the back of the kite with tape. I
then make a 1 14" diameter bridle clearance
hole so the bridle doesn't pull the fabric when
flying. Small pieces of vinyl end caps are
glued at points "F, G, H". I use two pieces at
each location and leave a small space in
between them so as to hold the bridle line
from sliding. I use a three-point bridle so as
to gain more maneuverability when flying
indoors. I use 30 lb. Dacron as bridle line.
The bridle consists of three pieces of line. The
first is the bow line "F, K, G". This line is not
adjustable but needs to be tied securely to the
bow line to keep the proper dimensions.
(NOTE: There is a large amount of force put
on a fighter's bridle and bridle points.) The
next line is the spine line "K, L, H". I tie an
overhand loop at each end on this line. At the
first loop (K), I use a lark's head knot to
attach the spine line to the bow line. This
makes the "K" point adjustable. Once you
have this done, mark the center of the bow
line with a marker. This mark may not be
exact but you can use it as a reference point
for adjusting later. Lock the lark's head onto
the line opening up the overhand loop on the
spine line until you feel the knot reverse and
lock. To unlock this knot pull the bowline
straight and the knot should reverse and
unlock for adjusting. Now tie the other end of
the spine line to the spine with a lark's head
knot or any other you feel comfortable with.
Make a large loop using an overhand knot
from a 4" piece of line. This will be used as
an adjustable bridle point after you attach it to
the spine line using a lark's head knot as per
dimensions "K, HI H, L". Mark the spine
line at this point and use the mark as a
reference point for adjusting. Please experi
ment on your bridle point. It usually helps me
learn how things effect a kite's performance
and it is much easier to understand than
reading it in a book somewhere.
For flying line I use 3 5 feet of 30 lb. Spectra
line. I use a piece soft foam about 3" long as
a winder and I attach the line to the winder so
if you step on it won't trip you up.
The only modification I make to this kite
design is in beginner workshops where I
change the bow spar to 1116" diameter
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fiberglass and the spine to a .06 carbon-fiber
rod. This makes the kite a lot slower and
easier to fly, also a small crepe paper tail can
be used to balance slight building errors.
Tip: for doing trick moves like the guys
outdoors add a small amount of modeling clay
at point "B" for momentum in flat spins.
Go out there and build something fun and let
me know how you make out!
Paul Berard (paulkite@ici.net)

28 Watson St. Woonsocket, RI 02895
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on, Rich! It was time to hoist the skull and
crossbones, and begin slitting throats !
Anywhere else in the world, to fly a fighter is
a challenge to others; send up a kite and prove
to me that I'm not master of the skies ! Here
in the sweet land of litigation, liability issues
limit the use of Manjha. We were responsible.
Steve kept an eye out for spectators and
warned away anyone who got too close. Rich
and I each picked up an Indonesian fighter
made of tissue paper and bamboo, tied them
onto cutting line, and launched into a dying
wind.

A

Slice of Life

By Tom Humphrey
Every normal man must be tempted, at times, to
spit on his hands, hoist the skull and crossbones,
and begin slitting throats. - H.L. Mencken

There are moments in life when we find a
new challenge and a chance to see things
differently. I've been competing with fighter
kites for several years. In the states, the game
is to touch your opponent's line from above or
below. In the rest of the world, the game is to
use Manjha, or cutting line, to cut your rival's
line and control the skies. I ' ve never flown a
cutting duel until now.
The Northwest Fighter Kite Association held
its January meeting at Gasworks Park, on
Lake Union in Seattle. On this cool, sunny
day the good spirits of the group were stronger
than the wind. With little or nothing to hold
up our kites we had a one-point single
elimination competition. The X-factor in such
a competition is luck. All points were line
touch from above. My competitive nature is
strong. I warmed up well, and I won in the
first round. In the second round Richard Hurd
and the X-Factor plotted against me. Making

To cut another kite, your line must be moving
faster, exert more pressure, and of course, the

would be mine b y tradition, but I let Steve
take it. To the world at large, a fighter kite is
a disposable object, and you spend your
money on good quality cutting line.
With less light and wind left, Rich put up one
more kite in challenge. This time we were
farther out - and with less wind I decided to
go for a pulling cut. I got above him and made
a power dive into Rich's line, pulling sharply
when I felt contact. Rich was cut again, and
his kite drifted to a watery grave in Lake
Union. Manjha is biodegradable - it loses the
ability to cut anything when it gets wet. We
picked up all the Manjha (except what fell
into Lake Union) and left the field clean.

Manjha you use must be of equal or better

I've played the cutting game, and I came away

quality. All that I know about cutting duels

undefeated. The kite I used will have a place

I've learned from two sources: the first is

of honor in my collection. Thank you Johnny

reading everything I can about fighter kiting

Hsiung for the benefit of your experience !

and the second source was several entertain

Even though the average child in India would

ing talks with Johnny Hsiung. I went with

cut me down in a heartbeat, I owned the sky

Johnny's experience. He told me there are

that evening. Rich was graceful in defeat,

two techniques of line cutting. The first is

even pleased. Was he sandbagging me? Only

release cutting: freely playing out line when

time will tell, but in the meantime I'm

the lines are in contact, so that the wind

undefeated in cutting duels, and my ego is

pushes the kite back fast enough to cut a

living large.

slower moving line. The other method is pull
cutting - driving your kite fast enough to make
the cut from above or below. To cut from

Waxed Lines

below, your line moves toward your

Stuck together?

opponent's kite. To cut from above, your line
moves away from your opponent's kite.

A tip from Bruce Jarvie

I flew with the reel stuck into the ground at
my feet, and handled the Manjha with my
fingers. I'm used to flying that way, and I 'll
gladly bleed for tradition. Besides, I get a

If you have heavily waxed line and wish it

to be less so, you might try this. Here is a
suggestion from Terry McPherson that I

better feel for line contact through my fingers.

use. I bought some waxed linen from Joe

By contrast, Rich flew directly from the reel -

Vaughn a couple of years ago. It was so

his fingers were not on the line. It avoids

over waxe!1 that I had

Manjha wounds, and gives you a good way to

force it off the halo after a month in a car

let line out quickly, which is the way to

a

candle. I had to

couple walking up the path to the hilltop. I

Rich has developed the skill of winding on to

had to avoid them, and Rich had my line!

trunk. A corrective help for this or other
over waxing is to rewind the line onto
another spool (or throw it all on the

the reel to maneuver his kite. A skilled flyer

ground and wind it back onto the halo)

a move to escape Rich, my line encountered a

Defeat, frustration, and elimination! I swore

release cut. Release cutting is more efficient.

at the X-Factor and congratulated Rich. There

can maneuver very quickly, moving the kite

while the winding hand is filled with

from side to side, or climbing and diving in a

are few things as big as my ego and to satisfy

talcum powder and

straight line right from the reel. Cutting duels

full hand

have little in common with line touch. The

hand becomes the talc dispenser cup.

it I wanted to go kite to kite with Rich and

win back my pride. Once the competition was
over, Rich and Brian Johnsen flew kites on
Manjha for a cutting demonstration. We
watched as the kites were flown far out over
the lake. Sadly, before they could engage,
Brian's kite drifted free. He had not cleaned
all the glass from the end of the Manjha
where it was tied to the kite and had cut his
own bridle at the tow point. The kite fell to
the lake in a slow spiral of disgrace.
As the day ended the flyers drifted away.
Finally there were only Rich, Steve Childers
and I. Rich still wanted to fly a cutting duel,
and he gave me a golden opportunity. Bring it

goal is different and the strategy is not simply
to maneuver, but to take into account the
flyer's style, the wind speed and the quality of

a

tighter than normal

grip of the line.

The winding

Refilling of the hand with talc is needed
every couple hundred feet.
a

This is sort of

manual variation of how you cold candle

Manjha you both are using. You need to attack

wax

the line, not just touch it!

Repeat thiS after using the line

Finally the time came to fight. Taking
Johnny's advice, I went for a release cut.
When I felt line contact, I turned the kite
upward and let the line slip freely through my
hands, risking a cut from the glass-coated
line. I released a heartbeat before Rich did.
His kite drifted free, landing in a bush just at
the lake's edge. Rich pulled in his line, and
Steve retrieved the kite. Having won, the kite

a line only for the opposite results.
a while.

Eventually the talc seems to work into the
wax

and helps minimize some of the

excessive stickiness. Much of the talc
ends up on the ground,

so

I recommend

this operation be done outdoors, down

wind fromthe barbeque. Nothing works
for long if an over waxed line is left to
cook in a hot trunk over the summer ! Sure
eliminates loose lines in the trunk though.
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"Who 's On First...

AKA Sport Kite Commissioners
Northwest
Mike and Terri Huff
PO Box 1 296
Ocean Shores, WA 98569
(360)289-9050
nW30nf@ aka.kite.org

Midwest
Craig Rodgerson
1 31 8 KnightAve.
Fllint, MI 48503
(81 0) 239-2668
mw_conf@ aka.kite.org

Pacific
Susan Shampo
5559 Lauretta St.
San Diego, CA 921 1 0
(61 9) 295-7855
pacific_conf@ aka.kite.org

Northeast
Forrest Cary
37 Columbia Street, #A
Wakefield, RI 02879
(401 ) 789-4503
ne_conf@ aka.kite.org

Central
Troy Gunn
4800 Brookdale, # 1 59R
Witchita Falls, TX 7631 0
(940) 691 -8522
central_conf@ aka.kite.org

Southeast
Laura Stonestreet
3646 Grovewood Rd.
Richmond, VA 23234
(804) 271 -4433
se_conf@ aka.kite.org

"

NORTHWEST

MIDWEST

A Winter workshop for all kite
flyers who are interested in
judging, field work and league
competitions will be held at the
Ocean Shores Community Club
on April 1 st and 2nd. Discus
sions will be lead by Eric
Forsberg and Robin Haas.

Sitting with a warm beverage, I
realize there is nothing to report
from the frozen Midwest. So
start making plans for these
events to be held in upcoming
warmer times:

On Saturday, May 6, our first one
day kite competition will be held
at Ocean Shores. Contact Jim or
Monica Barber (Cutting Edge
Kite Shop) at (360) 289-0667 or
flying@cuttingedgekites.com for
information.
On December 30, a long-time
competitor and friend from the
N. W. Conference, Paul DeHope
passed away. He competed in
master class as an individual,
pair, and as a team member. We
will all miss Paul, his sense of
humor, and his competiveness.
As a result of the Winter
workshop, we are anticipating
several additional one-day kite
competitions this year. A
complete schedule should be
available by next issue.
PACIFIC

Bert Tanaka presented a well
attended judging workshop on
January 1 5 for the San Diego
Kite Club. It is the first in a
series to get more people
involved with competitive
events. For more information
contact kitegal@san.rr.com.
BASKL ' S judging seminar
(February 1 9) will feature Ron
Despojado on judging quads,
Chuck Sigal on new and
proposed International rules, and
Dan Buxton, who will cover
judging in general. Brian
Champie is in charge of muffins !
BASKL (contact Darrin Skinner,
(408)554-8399) will open the
calendar year of events on March
1 8 in Berkeley and SCSKL
(contact Larry Bush, (909)2 1 46062) plans to follow suit on the
25th in San Diego.
For additional upcoming events
information and reports, stay
tuned.

* April 1 5 Flint, Michigan Kite
Festival (competition for Most
Fun). (Second year. . . Lots of stuff
for kids, come and show off!)
* April 29 - 30 Kite Fest River
Oaks Park (Kalamazoo, MI)
details TBA.

The Region 5 website is up and
running, thanks to the folks at
KiteLife.com. The URL is http:/
/www.kitelife.com!aka5/. Please
send information regarding any
upcoming Midwest competitons
or festivals to me at
craig@kitelife.com and it will be
posted to the calender.
CENTRAL

The 2000 competition season is
shaping up to be a good one!
Masters champion Shane
Snowden is currently working on
a new ballet routine that will
knock your socks off. Although I
won't tell you what new music
Shane has chosen, I will tell you
that Shane's new music is a
movie theme that is cop / spy
related. Everyone will just have
to wait and see!
Team TKO will be attempting a
comeback this year. The team
will have three returning original
members (David Bums, Jerry
Hershey and myself) and will be
adding a new member, Shane
Snowden.
You can help out in a big way by
volunteering as a judge, field
director or pit boss at every
sport-kite competition you
attend. If you don't know how,
we will teach you! Your
assistance at these competitions
is greatly appreciated!
Check out my festivals calendar
for a kite event near you at http:/
/members. tripod. com!
�TKOGunn l /kitecalender.htm.
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Advice

on

Hite Advice

Now that I've completed my second year as a
kite flier and have moved up to Intermediate
in competitive circles, I'd like to reflect on
what I learned in the past year. If my first
year was about the mouth open wonder of
kites and kite people, my second year was

most clubs seem to share this eclectic,

you to axel ! " "You don't have to buy your

bridle." "Read this book." "Shadow judge."
"Stretch your lines." "Come help out with
kite-making for kids." There' s a lot of advice

Island, FL - Treasure Island Stunt Kite
Competition (TISKC) January

1 5 - 1 6, 2000.

There were two new Novice competitors at
GISKC. One has a familiar name to kiting
and the other is a newcomer to our kiting
world. After accompanying her husband, Rich
Javens, to kite competitions too numerous to
mention, Kathy Javens has decided to test the
waters of competition and flew Novice
Precision and B allet. The other new Novice
competitor is David Hansen, a member of the
Richmond Air Force (Richmond, VA) kite
club and creator and webmaster of the club's

that was months ago. Last night I read Dave

the park and voila, I axeled! I ' m sure all the

"You need longer lines." "Adjust the

1 3- 14, 1 999, and the second at Treasure

different, and, to be honest, I couldn't get my

hands to do what they said quite right. But

Gomberg's explanation of how to do an axel.

kite - you can make one - I'll show you!"

Stunt Kite Competition (GISKC) November

About four different people have taught me

to axel. All the explanations were a bit

healthy mix. "You've got to try buggying."
"Quad line kites are the best ! " "I'll teach

Tybee Island, GA - the Georgia International

goofy and learn quite a lot. Be brave, the

worst thing that will happen is you learn
Tip #4: Use tips when YOU are ready.

But based on what I've seen this past year,

competitions this season. The first was at

could experiment with things that sounded

something you don't want to try again!

opinions and quantity of advice to new fliers.

The Southeast Region has already hosted two

ideas. It took me a while to realize that I

about making sense of all the great advice

is unique in its combination of kite passions,

SOUTHEAST

you. And, while you are trying out other
people's suggestions, test some of your own

that has come my way.
I ' d like to think that my club in New England

David Hansen with a Jack-A-Rok

Tip #3: Try it out! No advice will help if

you don't try it AND evaluate if it works for

out there! And, like the Internet, you need to
sift through it to make it useful. So, here' s

It made sense for the first time! So, I went to
lessons I ' d had in past helped, I j ust wasn't

quite ready for them. "When the student is

ready, the teacher will appear." Be patient.
Tip #5: Be selfish about how you use advice.
It's tough when you are on the beach and you
are informed that you have the "wrong" kite
or the "wrong" adjustment or the "wrong"

m y advice o n kite advice.

lines. I learned about this from Brandon,

Tip # 1: Listen to EVERYBODY. Listen to

who I think is nine, at Narragansett. He

people who fly the same kite style you do and those who don't. Listen to experienced

came to the event ready to fly ballet. And
everyone, including Scott Weider, was

people, and those just beginning. Listen to

encouraging him to fly precision, too. He

who fly in teams - and those who fly alone.

ballet. He decided to fly his Beetle. A more

people who make kites. Listen to people
Listen to indoor fliers and outdoor fliers.
Listen to single line fliers - and dual and

quad fliers, too. And, buggiers. Advice from

stood his ground: No, he only wanted to fly
experienced flier suggested he use something

bigger, with longer lines. No, it was his
choice and he knew the kite he wanted to fly.

kite fliers is free, so take it all in.

I sometimes don't have that kind of self

Tip #2: Choose which advice you want to

are all responsible for ourselves, in kite

try. You can't possibly try out every piece of
advice you get, so you must be choosy. How
do you pick? My rule is to pick advice that I
understand, that makes sense. "Longer lines

confidence, but I wish I did. In the end we
flying and in life.
Soak in all the advice you can get, and make
it work for you. And, maybe that's good

mean a bigger window and a slower kite -

advice for life, too.

that'll make precision easier." That made

Adena Schutzberg lives in Somerville, MA,
and gets lots of advice from the members of
Kites Over New England.

sense to me. I promise to try other advice as

I learn more and it makes more sense.

website. David flew in the Novice Precision

class.

Stay tuned for news about Treasure Island and
upcoming events in the next issue.

Organizers and event scorekeepers - remember
to e-mail those results to: scores@aka.kiJe.org
Flyers - sendyour scores, photos and other
information to your regional commissioner.
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Worklwlndk@aol.com
7208 McNeil Drive #204
A u s tin , l X . 7 8 7 2 9
5 1 2 -2 5 0 -9 4 5

www.worldwind.com
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Kitemaker s

GEHItI ItIfE
plans by Mike Dallmer

Genki Building Instructions:
Cut out:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Sail. All measurements are in inches.
Reinforcements, they are based on a 3" diameter circle.
2" x 14 yd strip for edging binding.
2" x 35" strip for bridle loops.
2" x 30" strip for pockets. Cut into 2 ." long pieces.

�

1·

�====-;:'20;O==:=:==:::;::
LOWER BRIDLE
REAR BRIDLE
!RiM

FRONT BRIDLE

.---- 32 314 �

h;einforceing
Preliminary:

1) Edge Binding:
A) Fold each edge of 2" x 14yd over approximately 3/8". I do this
by ironing.
B) Then fold this in half, iron it again. This makes a double fold
tape.
2) Bridle loops:
A) Fold the 2" x 35" strip in half lengthwise.
B) Fold it in half again.
C) Fold it in half, again.
D) Fold it again half, winding up with a strip approximately -"
wide.
E) Sew a straight stitch the entire length of this.
F) Cut four 4 1/2" lengths. This makes the bridle attachments.

Assembly:

When Ifirst decided to build this kite I was looking for a low wind,
steady flying kite that could be staked and left to fly all day What
resulted was better than my expectations with a wind range up to 20
mph. T he plans that follows were created for a workshop that I gave as
part of a continuing series of workshops offered by South Jersey Kite
Flyers. T hey are tested and proven to work, however anyone with
problems can feel free to contact me. I recommend that graphics be put
on the sail after it is cut out but before assembly so that all the
necessary reinforcing patches can be color-coordinated. Good luck
and good building.

1) Sew Reinforcements where located on drawings.
A) Make sure that when the Reinforcements are sewn on to the Keels
that one Reinforcement is sewn to each side of the Keel.
2) Sew Edge Binding around entire edge ofSail. Start in the centerOf one of
the 1" Marks (where spars will eventually be located.
3) Sew bridle attachments to the Keel, onto the Reinforcement (Figure 1):
A) Fold in half lengthwise.
B) Line up along edge of
Keel leaving ." exposed
forbridle attachment.
Keel
C) Sew onto Keel using
triple zigzag.
Figure 1
4) Sew Edge Binding on all four
Keels, making sure bridle
attachmentpoints are
exposed. Do not put Edge
Binding where the Keel will be
sewn into Sail (1/2" mark).
5) Lower Sail Corners:
Lower Left Corner
A) Thread 1 Machined End
Figure 2
Cap (. 1800) onto a piece
of 5" long 3/32" Elastic.
B) Tie ends together.
C) Thread a 4" piece of
Edge Binding
Edge Binding through
loop in elastic.
D) Foldin half.
Ed
E) Sew onto a lower corner
ofSailpointing towards
top center; make sure you are sewing on side with reinforcement.
Birld"

See Figure 2

.
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F)

REPEA T steps A - E for

G)

Fold 8 of the 2 'u x �

1 1) Finishing Sail

othercomer.

Figure 3

A)

Reinforcement so that it

0)
E)

Fold over the Sail lining up the 1 " marks.

covers the edge binding

F)
G)

Sew using a straight stitch including the top.
Remove Seamstick.

strips so you wind up with
H)

2n x 1 'n pockets
Sew the 1 'n sides on

/)

edges.
Attach to Sail over

Lower Left Comer

B)
C)

omer Pocket

holding the elastic, elevate
it a little so that the spar

6)

Repeat for other set .of 1 n marks.
H)
12) Frame:

fits in it. See Figure 3

UpperSail Comers:
A)

On the front side of the Sail run a length of Seamstick (114" wide
double-faced tape) from the top to the bottom on the outside of
one of a set of 1 " marks.
Place the Top Keel over the tape aligning the sewing marks.
Make sure the top of the Keel aligns with the top of the Sail.
Repeat from Bottom Keel lining up the bottom of both.
Place Seamstick over the Keels.

Same as Lower Sail

A)

Assemble frame as shown in Figure 8. Make sure that CT31S0 is

B)

centered and through the Spreader Spar Holders.
Insert the . 1800 Spines into pockets formed by 1 " marks.

nding

Comer except no
Machined End Caps are
used and the Edge
Binding points to center of
sail. See Figure 4
7) Tip Spreader Center Pocket:
A)

Upper Left Comer

Take 2 more of the 2" x 1
." pockets and sew them

Figure 4

on Reinforcement #6 with

C123XI X 31/1'

Sp reader
+

__ .

C 1'23Q] )( 3'1.8'

;.

VSP«

open endpointing
towards Reinforcements

'\

2 & 4.
8) Spine End Caps:
Thread 1 Machined End
A)

CT1aJOxllO'

Cap (1800) onto a piece
B)

�\ _modEadc. �

Firgure 5

of sn long 3132" elastic.

Fig ure 8

Sew this onto the bottom

MIIC !8

of the Sail between the 1 "
marks leaving about 'n

13) Bridle the kite as shown in Figure 9, it is called a Compound Bridle.

exposed on each side. I

14) BowUne:
A)
Tie a loop in one end ofa 14'piece of 100# bridle line

use a triple zigzag stitch.
Sew this in the front side
of Sail. See Figure 5.

9)

C)

Repeatforotherside.

U

E)

Tie off to Une Tensioner.
Adjust so the Spreader is bowed backwards about 8u.

Figure 6

aluminum rings.
B)

Run this thru the Une Tensioner.
Pass the free end over other Arrow Nock.

F)

Binding and thread it
'

Hook loop onto Arrow Nock (YSP-63).

C)

0)

SpreaderSparHolders:
A)
Take 1 .... of Edge
though one of the

B)

Measure 1 0" down from
the top of the sail at the 1 "
marks. This should fall in

Spar

the center of reinforcing

C)

#4.
Sew the edge binding
between the 1 U marks, ."
oil each end.

0)

I Q�
��

Reinforcem ent #4
uminum Ring

"'Edge Binding

See Figure 6

Repeat forother side.
10) Top Pocket of Tip Spreader: See Figure 7
Take a piece of the 2n wide strip and cut it 2 ." long.
A)
B)
C)

0)

E)

Fold all edges over .....
Position this on reinforcement #4 so that it points towards
reinforcement #6, and is 10" from the top of the sai/.
Sew 3 sides
leaving the 1
pointing towards
reinforcement #6
open.
Figure 7
Repeat forother
side.

t

Spar
Top Pocket of Tip Spr

a

R einforcement #4
er .

PO

South Jersey Kite Flyers,
Box 32, Collingswood, NJ 08 1 08-9998
SJKF (sjld@geocities.com)

Do you have kite plans that you would like to share?
KITING is interested. Please contact us!
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Maryland Kite Retreat 2000
Report by Kevin Shannon
Fifty-eight kite makers arrived in Beltsville, MD over Valentine's week
end to participate in the first maj or kite making retreat of the new
millenium. Hosted by the Maryland Kite Society, this gathering of
enthusiasts differs from other workshops in that all of the classes take
place in one room. This creates a unique opportunity for the dispersal of

information and an intoxicating sense of a· giant party. As a presentation
takes place, the hum of sewing machines can be heard in the background.
People come and go as to their interest in whatever is going on. Small

groups gather to discuss ideas or problems or just to enjoy the moment.
This year's special invited guests were Sam Huston, of Kent Washington

and Charlie Dunton, of Yorktown, Virginia. Sam brought his expertise in
the no-sew method of kite construction. The genki kite project was a

perfect introduction to this alternative construction technique. Charlie
taught a seminar on an updated version ofthe Dunton-Taylor delta-conyne
kite. This kite has been proven to fly well in all wind conditions and has
long been a favorite for altitude sprint contests.

Other proj ects were presented by Harold Ames, Bill Bigge, Jon Burkhardt,
Steve and Tony Ferrel, Adam Grow, Alice Hayden, Steve Millner, Pete

Above, MKS Shepherd Kevin Shannon and Drake Smith, introduce
guest kitemaker Sam Huston. Below Charlie Dunton teaching a delta
conyne construction. Below a lunching Felix Cartegena makes
himself at home.
Photos by Kurt Eby.

Rondeau, and Kevin Shannon. The variety ofprojects and the expertise of
the teachers allowed each student to take home a bag full of finished
projects.
Next years MKS Retreat is already in the planing stages. If you would like
to join us, contact Cinda Shannon at 7 1 7-243-79 l 3 .

DO
YO U
WA HO O?
The trickiest freestyle fish in the sky. . . .
I f you're looking for a n advanced fast freestyle kite that does
exceptional rotational maneuvers, hook into a Wahoo. Angle for
it at your local market or troll for us on line at www.skyburner.com.
From Sky Burner, the people who brought you these other fine
species: NIK NAK and the T & 1.
NEW FOR 20oo!

Wahoo Ultralite & Wahoo Vent.

�
�
Frome� by Sky Shark

Looking for a new indoor kite
ask about our new I-NAK.

1 049 S. Main, Plymouth MI 48 1 70
ph# 734-454-3760 fax# 734-454-0345

In October of2000, the American Kitefliers
Association is bringing the Grand Nationals to the
wide, white beaches of Treasure Island. Above,
Bob Anderson's geosock made an apperance.
That's one of Bob's large parafoils to the left as
well. Even the Mayors (left) get in the act with
their annual rokkaku battle. Mayor Leon
Atkinson of Treasure Island (left) fell in competi
tion this year to Maderia Beach mayor Tom Oe
Cesare (shown in the center). Gary Resnick
made the rokkakus seen left and below. The
children are not doing a line dance, but awaiting a
parachuting bear (parabear).
Photos by Bob Pebly

Check out New LaserPro™ QuickSleeve.
A fast, convenient new way to sleeve your f1yline.

LAsm$
flY LIKE YOU MEAN ITI�

•

innotex.com
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Like many others, I enjoyed the mysteries of
kites as a child and spent many hours flying
my Jolly Roger kite. Each year that simple
"eddy kite" had to be a Jolly Roger, and it
seemed to fly better then any other kite in

the neighborhood. As the years went by, my
interests and demands moved elsewhere. As
an adult I did make a couple of kites, but I
always felt uncomfortable going out to fly
them. After all, that was kid stuff!
What brought me back into kiting was
discovering the magic of stunt kites. While

on a trip about eight years ago to one of my art exhibitions in Colorado,
I had purchased a small inexpensive stunt kite. I think it was $50, and I

thought that was outrageous at the time. I don' t know how many times I
dove that kite hard into the ground, but it held up and I learned to fly it
reasonably well. What entertainment that was for only 50 dollars ! I was
hooked and wanted to start building my own kites, but the nearest kite
material shop was' 600 miles away. My first stunt kite was crude, and
made with wooden dowels, vinyl tubing and regular nylon from the
fabric store. But the kite did fly. I started looking for books, magazines
and sources of supply. Some how I came across Kite Studio and their

early publication

Kite Builders International. Now I had some real

information and real materials. My first kites were stunt kites, which I
still enj oy flying, and I occasionally build new ones.
My creative need, however, turned me to single line kites. I started with
facet or simple cell kites. I then looked for a type of kite on which I
could use some of my artistic abilities; after all, I was an artist. I wanted
a kite that had a lot of surface that could be painted, was an easy flier,
but not a real common kite. I found that kite in the Roller. Many of my
kites have since become more complicated, and for now I have com
bined the flat surfaces with celled shapes.
My kites are influenced by my art in my
knowledge of color, form, and
composition. Like my paintings,
my kites are created with a
balance of formal and informal
elements. rm sure, that as time goes

Above a series of John 's favorite kite, the roller, top left is called
Weave Lily; Below, a winged cellular kite, "Urbanized" hangs at the
Sky, Wind, and World kite exhibit in Billings, MT; and right, "Left With
and Without" directions taking flight. Photos from John Pollock.

by, my kites will find a way of

influencing my painting. They have

already become an expression of my

art.
I have not at this point selected a particular
style of kite to specialize in. I feel that there are

too many wonderful types of kites, and I enjoy the

excitement in trying new and different ones. When looking through the
kite magazines or books on kiting, I look for the unusual or unique. I

enjoy the works of many kite makers, and people like Bobby Stanfield,

Ron and Sandy Gibian, Scott Hampton, Steve Brockett, and Tony Ferrel
have caught my attention. One thing that has been a great lesson and

help to me, and that I can not get out of magazines and books, is that I
can learn more about kite building by looking at the back of a kite.

I look on kite making as a cycle with at least five components. The first
stage is the self-driven need to make a kite. The second is the planning

stage of the kite. This stage may include designing a totally original

kite, altering a design from a known kite, or even working from a kite

January / February 2000
pattern. This stage also includes selecting
materials that are appropriate for the kite,
available and affordable. The third stage of
the kite is the physical part of measuring,
cutting, and assembling. The forth stage is
the testing and refining of the kite. The fifth
stage is enj oying the aspects of flying the kite
creation. "Don·t you have enough kites?" is a
common question asked by my wife or
others. They don't seem to understand that
when the last stage is complete, the first one
starts over.
I

have only been able to attend two big kite
events so far. These were the Smithsonian
Kite Festival a few years ago and the
Washington State International Kite Festival
this last year. Fortunately I was able to play a
part in the Sky Wind and World Kite
Exhibition assembled for the airport in
Billings, Montana. The one thing that I found
out in my limited exposure to kiting is that
kite makers not only make wonderful kites,
they are wonderful giving people.
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Kite making and flying is no longer a hobby,
it is a passion, and like my art, it is some
thing that I have to do. My plans are try to
make kiting events more a part of my
schedule, to see many more fantastic kites,
and to meet many more wonderful people.
Oh! And to make more kites.
John Pollock is a Professor of art at
Montana State University-Billings, where he
has taught since 1 9 74. T hrough the years he
has established a reputation as an artist by
working in the media of lithography and
watercolor and has received several awards
in both areas.
Art works by Mr. Pollock have been pub
lished in the American Artist magazine and
in two books by Rockport Publishers of
Gloucester, MA. T he books are titled, T he
Best of W atercolor 2, and Painting Composi
tion. Numerous art collections also contain
his artworks, including the IBM Corporation
and the New York City Library Permanent
Collection.

AKA Kitemaking
Competition Committee
Steve Ferrel - Chairman
Jon Burkhardt, Karen Burkhardt,
Ron Gibian, David Gomberg,
Adam Grow and Kevin Shannon

Irst
Class
KiteCo

A division of North Cloth/North Sails

KiteCo means affordable quality. Every bateR.,
of our premium high-performance Nylon kite
fabric is thoroughly tested to ensure low
stretch, superior tearing and breaking
strength, uniform finish and consistent color.
Call KiteCo today at 203-877-7638 for a free
color sample card and pricing info. .
1 89 Pepe's Farm Rd., Milford, CT 06460
e-mail: brenda@ncloth.northsails.com fax: 203-878-9045
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Region 2
No rtheast

Region 1
New Englan d

NJ-PA -NY (lower)

CT-NH-MA -ME-RJ- VT-NY

A l ice Hayde n

Ste ve San tos

131 Acre Lane
Hicksville, NY 11801
516-433-7709 Tel

25 W Wrentham Road
Cum berland, RJ 02864
401-658-0649 Tel

region2@aka.kite.org
(end of term - 200 1)

region 1 @aka.kite.org
(end of term - 200 1 )
It's the middle of winter and I'm sitting indoors with an outdoor

wind chill of 20 below. However, kiting is still fresh in our minds
with the above-average temperatures we had prior to January.

What a winter! Many Region One members participated in many

Winter has been a time o f kite parties, indoor flys and club kite building.
Last Saturday, we went to Jones Beach to fly with family and friends.
The sun was bright, the surf pounding and the winds quite good. We put
up a decent size arch by the time everyone added their arch pieces. I love

New Year's Eve celebrations at our favorite outdoor spots. There

the color they add to the skies. Then we flew assorted single lines and

A steady crowd of several hundred interested onlookers were

degree day in the winter can get in New York.

present for two - 45 minute evening presentations in an "indoor

Speaking of color on the landscape, this year both Lehigh Valley Kite

The next evening, New Year's Eve, a group of about twenty kite

We look forward to seeing the clubs displaying their colors this summer.

fliers from Connecticut, Rhode Island and Massachusetts flew

LVKS has had a banner year for spreading the word of kiting (no pun

were four kite venues in Rhode Island at Providence's First Night!

style" venue located in a downtown city location.

Society and the Keystone Kiters had January banner building workshops.

their "butterfly" kites in the annual procession through the streets
of Providence. We flew past the City Hall and were announced by
Providence's Mayor Cianci. After that, we went into the cozy

confines of the Rhode Island Convention Center for "strolling"
demos from 7-9PM. Paul Berard made miniature kites for

intended). They have reported that they helped over 1 600 children build
kites at their various kite-building workshops. The Franklin Institute
Science Museum has contracted with the club to exhibit kites in their
Ben Franklin restaurant. It is an ambitious endeavor for kites from the
ceiling, banners celebrating the Institute and the display kites, a

everyone. What a way to bring in the new year!

showcase by the restaurant entrance and a miniature display. The goal is

Regarding the future of indoor flying, Region One member John
Ruggiero has become chair of the indoor sport kite sub-committee.
Please send John your thoughts if you have any ideas.

stunt kites amongst the snow and sand. It was about as good as a 40

You can

also voice your ideas at the regional meeting held at this year's NE
Kitemania 2000 (April). Expect a mailing in February!

to have the kites on display change every 3 months. Only LVKS members
may participate in the display, but everyone is welcome to join the club.
I have met a few new members online when they requested information
about running kite festivals and kite building workshops. I hope you all
know that a number of the AKA manuals and books, such as Kites In

Many are doing their part to keep kiting interest growing in our
frigid region. A few to note: John Ruggiero and Greg Lamoureux

organizing indoor kite flys in Massachusetts; Bob Hogan and

Glenn Davison doing workshops; and, Jeremy Johannesen of the

NYKE (New York Kite Enthusiasts) club for all his great work
getting kiting going strong in New York State. You can help

Jeremy by attending the Sullivan County Kite Festival on May 6th!
Looking ahead, there are lots of great events. Check them out at
the AKA or KaNE calendars on the web. In fact, Gary Engvall

also has a great web site with a

The
Classroom, the AKA Kite Events Manual and the International Sport
Kite Competition Rules are available for free online perusal. You can still
order hard copy versions if you want. Kites In T he Classroom is a must
for anyone working with children.
I am preparing to do a workshop this weekend on wack & stack for eddy
arches at the Maryland Kite Society Retreat, head to Germany for

business and come home to do a dragon kite and line spinner workshop
for the ConnectiKITERs. After that it is the Smithsonian Kite Festival
and the Kite Season for the North East. Hope to see you all at some
event of another.

calendar of events. A few
noteworthy ones you shouldn't
miss are Sound Winds Kite
Festival in May (CT) and
Boston Area Stunt Kite

Championships in June (MA).
If you haven't booked your
hotels for Newport 2000 in July

(RI),

contact them now.

See

you out at one or all of these
fme events !
Good winds to all!

Region 1 kite activist Gary
Engvall in Treasure Island.
Photo by Richard Beaman.

Past President,
Pete Dolphin of
Oakland, NJ was a
recent guest at the
Kites On Ice
festival in
Madison, WI
Here :S- Mr.D
promoting his new
ring toss game.
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Region 4
So uth east

Region

Midwest

AL-FlrGA-KY-MS-PR-NC-SC-TN

IA -IL-IN-MN- WI

Bob Pe b ly

A lan Sparl ing

350 P rairie Rose Lane
Boca Raton, FL 33487
561 -998-3 1 75 Tel
561-998-0253 Fax

1 49 7 Fairway Drive, #1 02
Naperville, IL 60563
630-3 69-9682 Tel

region6@aka.kite.org
(end of term - 2002)

region4@aka.kite.org
(end of term - 200 1 )
As I write this, I've j ust returned from Treasure Island, the first stunt
kite competition of the new millinium century. Once again, Florida

6

Well, it's the year 2000 and the appropriate phrase seems to be
"Apocalypse Not". So much for the destruction of much of my last

in January held mass appeal for kite flyers from all over the Northeast

year by the panic merchants. Now that Y2K is behind us, my life is

eager to escape the winter cold. For those of us coming up from the

returning to normal, well at least as normal as I get.

Southern parts of Florida though, please leave the cold behind next

year. A cold front moving through Florida brought strong, gusty
onshore winds to Treasure Island Friday and Saturday. Bright

sunshine warmed things up quickly and by Sunday the winds swung
around and came smoothly off the Gulf, just in time for the second
Mayor's Rokaku Challenge. Treasure Island Sport Kite Klub (TISKK)
member Gary Resnick outdid himself this year and made a dozen
beautifully painted rokaku's for the challenge pitting the defending
hometown champion, Mayor Leon Atkinson of Treasure Island, with

other local mayors. During the spirited fight, Mayor Atkinson

showed his winning technique from last year as he cut several foes
from the sky. Back-to-back championships were not to be, though, as
Mayor Tom De Cesare, of Madeira Beach, cut Mayor Atkinson from
the sky to claim the championship. Look for Gary's roks to make an
appearance in April in Miami for another round of fights, this time
between school students and their principals.
Friday's 1 5-20mph winds (gusting higher) provided fun for the buggy
crowd (yours truly included) despite the unclean wind direction. A
petition to tear down all hotels over 2 stories was considered, but
given the impact on the convention this fall, the idea was abandoned.
An overpowered buggy pilot or two did some Wright brother's
impersonations in unexpected wind gusts and have the road rash to
prove it - how are the knees & elbows Jason?
On Saturday, the gusty onshore wind over the hotels made flying the
big kites difficult to the point that I had to tease Gary Engvall about
what he wasn't going to fly next. Figuring that three strikes make an
out (an Octopus, Trilobyte and 252 Flowform), Gary gave up and took
a seat only to notice that even his "GE" banners had snapped in half

The last two months have been quiet for me, a t least as far as kiting is
concerned. I only attended one festival, The Cool Fools Fly in

Milwaukee. Although the winds were light, the temperature was quite

warm for the time of year and there was a good tum out of both kiters
and spectators. This was my first chance to fly my Sky Foil with the

new 1 00 foot tube tails, although we only used one and Scott Fischer
and a friend did the running.

As we are all looking to Spring, I urge everyone to get together and put
on a National Kite Month event, no matter how small. The more
events we can get started, the more new friends we can make for kiting
and we can start a new expansion. I am tired of events and stores
disappearing with little replacing them. It is past time that we stop

accepting the fact that kiting is at best stagnating and get to work

starting a new wave of growth. As a means of helping the events that I
can attend, I have purchased a Gomberg Sky Foil with three 1 00' long

snake tails and a Peter Lynn Octopus to go with the Bulldog foil and

Spinsock that I won at convention. Ok, they aren't just to help attract

spectators to festivals, they are a heck of a lot of fun too. Fun aside

though, if you know that I am coming to your event, please think about
reserving some space for these kites where they can be seen by

passersby. Let's use the attraction of large kites to grow your event.
By now it must be obvious that I really don't know what to write this
time, I have been spending most of my time with the tail end of the
Y2K nonsense and with getting my Mothers house ready for sale. Lets
hope for an early Spring with rain only during the week and smooth
steady winds on the weekends. Well, I can dream can't I?

as if to fly at half mast in mourning for their owner's troubles.

In other miscellaneous festival notes, Gary Resnick & Andy Gelinas
delighted children at the festival with mUltiple candy drops,

parabears and the inaugural drop of Rick Beamon's paradragon. A
highly anticipated comeback by TISKK in the TISKK vs. WACKOS
flock of fighters challenge failed to materialize - maybe at Tybee?
Bob Anderson drew quite a crowd on Sunday with a one third tail
section of the world's largest geosock.

Looking to the future, the Outer Banks Stunt Kite Competition takes
place the first weekend in April and the Little Acorns festival on
Miami Beach takes place April 1 4- 1 6. Also, it's not too early to start
making plans for the AKA convention this fall as it comes to our
region on Treasure Island in October.

A very pleasant day in the end, for once

without the chance of frostbite.

AL 'S
HEW
TOY!
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Great Pla ins

So uth Cen tra l

CO-KS-MO-ND

AR-LA-NM-OK-TX

NE-SD- UT- WY

Don a l d Murphy
7440 Terry Drive
La Vista, NE 68128
402-339-5849 Tel

region7@aka.kite.org
(end of term - 2002)

Steve T homason
Route 1, Box 65
Lahoma, OK 73 754
580- 796-2359 Tel

region8@aka.kite.org
(End of term 2002)

Hello Region 7! Now that the winds have settled and the election of

As I sit here ready to write my report it' s January 2000, I sure am glad

for electing me as your new Regional Director.

The only event to report on was The Dead Bird Buggy Bash -

Regional Director has been corrected, I would like to thank everyone
I have come to the conclusion that a computer is a major necessity
in kiting. Just about 85% of all my contacts in the region have been

by E-mail. I have received, on the average, 4 to 5 e-mail messages a
day from our region and other parts of the country, since I went on
line in mid January. It has been a great way to keep in contact with

my new Jeff Howard kite was Y2K compliant as it has yet to crash.
Thanksgiving in Galveston and my good friend Collette Lemons was
good enough to send me a report on it. Thanks Collette.
"I want to start out by clearing up a few misconceptions about this
event. Some people think it is just about buggies and it really is much
more than that. It is everything that is perfect in an event. Imagine

everyone, and receive information about kiting in general. Be

miles of clear beaches for fast buggying and good winds off the water

help me to stay informed on what's happening out there.

waving as we speed by - wishing they were us flying down the beach.

sure you send me information on flies and people in your area. Please

Chris Moore, our past Director, is probably enj oying his retirement
from the Board. However, he is still very busy with the Kansas City
Kite Club and Wind Wizards. He has already contacted me about 2
flies in his area. (The Old Northeast Kite Festival held on April 29
and Prairie Winds Kite Festival in Kansas City, Kansas on May 19 2 1 ) . Thank you, Chris for all your work in the past.

Gary and Amy Pittman have been keeping me up to date on their area,

working hard on a Region 7 Web page.

John and Mary Gabby in Colorado Springs have been busy with the
news of a possible AKA convention in the year 200 1 . I have

received several comments on the area as a possible site. Guess we'll

just have to see if it works out.
This coming year is already looking quite busy. It seems like every
club in the area is booking a fly in April to recognize National Kite

Month. I plan on attending as many as possible, but let me know how
the flies in your area go.
Right now I 'm in the process of preparing for my annual trip to the
dry lakebeds in Ivanpah for the Spring Break Buggy Blast (SBBB)!
It's a great way to start off the flying season, with a buggy ride across
the desert and meeting buggy enthusiasts from all around the world.
Another enj oyable part of the trip is listening to the tales of other

to fill our power kites and cool us in the warm

Smiling people

Sull .

A wide variety of kites and some home made buggies, some good
fender ideas. . . so many notes to compare and so little time. This year
we even had kite surfing and I think it sparked some interest amongst
the buggy crowd.
Imagine a shoreline with kites as the leading edge that spanned the
entire camp area and more. An amazing collection of such color and
variety that it never fails to awe the best of us. Most of these kites are
being flown by their creators and that makes it even more special.
There were huge Airforms (I could not resist buying one to take

home) rainbows of kite trains, flamingo kites, striped cats and of
course, the Yellow Rose. They decorated the sky all weekend.
I also saw a few more dual line kites this year. I think they really add

to the event and every year we get a few more.
But this event is more than just kites. This event is about a few guys
treating us to Wild Chili and cornbread one day, and a great barbecue

the next. It is about sitting around the hot tub having a drink,

swapping tall stories and laughing until our sides hurt. It is thirty

people trying to find a restaurant on Thanksgiving, and all settling for
the Black-Eyed Pea because it was the only place that would take us
in. It is making some Koreans feel at home with our group and

having a few laughs with them. I have to admit to corrupting a few of
them. Most of all, it is about people and having fun

-

and giving

traction pilots and the enlightened philosophy of Corey Jensen.

thanks for being a part of a wonderful thing. I was glad to see those of

Plus, getting out of Omaha in early March and spending time in Las

you who made it and I hope to see you again next year. For those who

Vegas is good for the body and soul.

Locally, here in Omaha, our club, Midwest Winds Kitefliers, is

putting on an event on April 29, 2000 for National Kite Month at

couldn't be there . . . you missed another good one. Hope you can make
.
it sometime."

All this happened without being an organized event!

Mahoney State Park. Located on Interstate 80 between Omaha and

Lincoln, this State Park provides many acres of flying field for single
line, dual line, and traction flying. We hope it will become a popular
event for this area.

Everyone go out and fly, and make National Kite Month a great
success!

-

'
GUNN POINTS ...,'-

Troy may no longer be Regional Director, but he continues to send us
hotspots on the Internet. Here is another Gunn Point "Check out this 3-D kite simulation. Hansjansen OP De Har sent this to me:
http://utopia.knoware.nl/userslpr-stackl3dpage.htm''
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Intermountain
ID-MT-OR

Robin Loe r
P O Box 2 70
Rockaway Beach, OR 9 71 3 6
503-368- 71 1 4 Tel

region9@aka.kite.org
(end of term - 2000)

Colbert (who conducts the spectacular raffles) and Diane Weber
(promotions and club liason) deserve special recognition.
For the next three days we wandered about as in a dream of color,
excitement and discovery. On the first day, Sue Clark, who also

taught two classes in color, pulled some plans and fabric from her
magic hat to teach a last minute line-art class. The "Cody War" Tubes
(named by the students) turned out great. In another room, Gerry
Pennell taught Basic Sewing while downstairs Georgean Curran' s
class was learning marbling on Tyvek, silk and ripstop.
That's just for starters. Valerie James' students built cordura kite
bags; Dave Colbert's class built a 7' Delta; and Brian Johnsen' s class
built Buka Dako fighters. Ever seen those cool rotating boxes flying?

Barry Crites' students all have one now. Three instructors traveled far

I am looking out my window in mid-December watching it rain and
rain. Yet, I feel a sense of anticipation stirring. In 1 999, my neighbor
tells me we had 1 80 inches of rain, a new record. But I am feeling
excited. January is coming. Sure, accompanying it will be rain and

to teach at the retreat. Scott Hampton, a third year O.K.R. veteran,
brought his incredible Yardbirds; Charlie Sotich, from Chicago
focused us on the world of miniature kites; and Barry Poulter traveled
all the way from Sussex, England to teach Celtic Knot design on

frost and sleet and even snow on the beach. But the big January event

beautiful fan kites.

will be the Oregon Kitemaker's Retreat held each year in Rockaway

The food was great, the people were wonderful and the kites were

Beach.

incredible. Thank you O.K.R. Now I have to wait another year.

Thursday finally arrived. We loaded up the pickup with fabric and
other kitemaking supplies and headed over to the Friends Twin Rocks
Camp. Banners were already flying when we arrived. In the meeting
house, kites were being set up in an impromptu gallery. My Oregon
coast January blues were lifted. Sam (Chairperson of O.K.R., Emcee
and self-styled wearer of weird clothes) and B arb Wright (Registra
tion and organizer) were there, greeting each participant as old

friends. Deb Cooley, in charge of instructors was making sure her
teachers were well cared for. Soon, I was munching a homemade
brownie care of Judy Brown (Hospitality) and smiling. We felt like
we were home again.
Perhaps this is what is so special about the Oregon Kitemaker' s
Retreat. Not the instructors, who are exceptional, nor the classes,
which are creative, useful and fun, but that special relaxed feeling

BURLEY'S RAI N BOW

DEB

MCl Clnq PCl p u l led colors
hom thei� bClgs
at hicks, Cl nq
Sent them sCl i l i n g
on the winq,
A qCl nce
at �Cl in bows
At thei�
fi ngenips.

s h e weClves he�
mClgic R ig ht Clnq
She CClsts them sOCl hng
clouqWCl�q,
He� IClug hte�
chCl�ms the b�eezes
thClt keep he� chCl �ges
qCl ncing to he� song .

that you are among friends sharing your joy and theirs in the simple
magic of kitemaking. The Oregon Kitemaker' s Retreat committee,
including Ken Tumminia (in charge of T shirts and pins), Jeremy

Scott Hampton (above) was a third year instructor at the Oregon
Kitemaker 's Retreat. Some of his Yardbirds look longingly to the world
outside and their freedom.
Photos by Harry La Vine of S.O.A.R. (Southern Oregon Air Riders).

Poems by Iris L. Loehr
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N Californ ia
Monterey County North-NV

Region 3
Mid-A tlan tic

Tom McAlister
6809 Del Monte Ave.
Richmond View, CA 94805
(510) 235-5483
regionl l @aka.kite.org
(end of term - 2000)

DC-DE-MD- VA - WV

Drake Smith
8292 Aremetale Lane
Fairfax Station, VA 22039

Gung Hay Fat Choy, or "Happy New Year" in Chinese. After just

region3@aka.kite.org
(end of term - 200 1 )

getting over the year 2000 celebration 'I am looking at a Chinese New
Year celebration this coming weekend, February 5-6. On the Chinese
j� - -- -

�--"- - '':.. -

lunar calendar this is the year of the Dragon so I am sure that you can
expect to see many Chinese Centipede Dragons at kite festivals across
the country. Although the Dragon Centipedes are not for beginning kite
fliers they are not as difficult to fly as they look. If you have always

Region

5

Great Lakes

wanted a Centipede Dragon this has t6 be the year to add one to your
kite collection. If you get a centipede and need help with it, just give us
a holler and we'll help you tune it for flight.
If all you think about is traction kiting then you are probably getting
ready for the Spring Break Buggy Blast at Ivanpah on March 8- 1 3 .

MI- OH

Mike Gi l lard
1 450 Fullen Road
Colum bus, OH 43229
61 4-848-4967- Tel

SBBB 2000 will have a 30'

x

60' tent set up to use as headquarters. The

tent has sides that will provide a spot out of the wind to socialize, have
pre-race meetings, and conduct the great SBBB cookout although we

region5@aka.kite.org
(end of term - 2002)

Region

10

North west
AK- WA

Robin Haas
61 03 1 8 7th P lace S W
Lynnwood, WA 9803 7
425-670-3963 Tel

region 1 O@aka.kite.org
(end of term - 2000)

Region

12

So uth west
Southern CA-AZ-HI

Ron Despoja do
8430-K Via Mallorca
La Jolla, CA 9203 7
619-58 7-8 738 Tel

region 1 2@aka.kite.org
(end of term - 2000)

Tom (Kiteevil) at Disneyland on New Year s Eve (trying to fly a kite
over the Matterhorn). Later the next day, Tom tries to fly over the
Grand Canyon! Next month, who knows what Tom will try!
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still do not know whom the celebrity menu
planners and cooks will be. An emergency radio

frequency will be set up and monitored to ensure

safety and to send someone out to help disabled
buggiers. If you have a two-way radio be sure to
bring it along; the radios will also be useful to
help monitor the races. For more SBBB informa
tion contact: sbbb.net or call Fran Grarnkowski at
(856) 429-5735.
A pre-buggy blast event is planned at EI Mirage

Dry Lake. The EI Mirage area has some great

"off-road buggying" including a mountain to climb

and many trails with jumps. If ! don't make it to
the SBBB try to put on a few miles for me and
remember to take plenty of water, play safely, and
to be nice to the other kids.
February 19 is the 4th Bay Area Sport Kite
League Judging Seminar. Guest presenters at this
year's seminar will be Ron Despojado, Dan
Buxton, and Chuck Sigal. Chuck will provide an
overview of the new international rules; Dan will
cover judging dual-line and team, while Ron will
focus on quad-line judging. The seminar will take
place at 2070 Allston Way, Suite 200, Berkeley.
Single-line kite builders ought to know that
BASKL will be giving an award for the best
handcrafted single-line kite at each BASKL event
of 2000. The first event of the season is March 1 8
in Berkeley and the second is on April 1 5 at
Baylands Park in Sunnyvale.
Ifwe don't see each other at one of the BASKL
events, I hope to see you at the Lee Toy Fly in San

Francisco in April or at the San Ramon Art and
Wind Fest in May.

Viva Las Cometas! A hora yo practico mi espanol
solo

un

poco. Perhaps next issue I will try Italian!

a kite, fabric, all types and
colors, spars, line, hardware
and more! We stock most
stunt kite fittings. Books,
kite kits, rubber stamps,
decorative thread, speciality
films and thd list goes on ...

Kite Juildi.,g
Supply Cafalog

:;{ang-em :;{igh !Fabrics
1420 raft 5We.

�icftnwtti, o/a. 23224
Phone/Fax: 804-23:hS155

1420 Yale Ave.
Richmond. Va.
23224 U.S.A.
Mon - Fri l Oam - lOpm
PhonelFax 8041233-6155

..f

cmnprehemiw! guidefnr al/ lite huilden.

Same or next day shipments
E-mail tmarvin@erokcom
Two Southern Californians at Kites On Ice Ron Gibian and Lisa Schirmer - lucky for them
it was relatively warm.

Photo by Roger Chewning

Home page http://www.ci�star.comfhang-em·high
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Ask for your free 'Mega'
Catalog today.
Visa, Me, Discover
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B l u e L in e O ffers Th re e C h o ic es Fo r 1 9 9 9
if

>

Best Wrapping Line Ever, Period

>

Doesn't P i ck Up D i rt or Sand

>

1 00% Spectra, 2000 Fibers

>

Tight, Flawless Braid Structures

>

Best Wra pping Blended Line Ever

>

Doesn't P i ck Up D i rt or Sand

>

7 5 % Spectra, 25% Dacron Fibers

>

Tight, Flawless Braid Structures

>

1 00% Spectra Braids

>

One Piece Continuous Lengths

>

No S i u b G u a rantee

>

Tight, Flawless Braid Structures

#1 0 - Fly Garber target kites at the Washing

For Wholesale Information Contact: MLD Associates 978 597-6700
For OEM Information Contact: BBS TECH 606 282-1448

Win
--- A
--

Ne w �eefle

a

. . .

great addition to any kite bag. We' re giving

�

away a Flying Wings Beetle at the end of every

-- month. It's free and easy to enter, just visit our
---

website at www.windpowersports.com for all of

--

the details. No purchase necessary.

A

ton Monument - war vets will think Japanese
are attacking again!
#9 - Get your Christmas shopping done really
early at an AKA Member Merchant's shop.
#8 - Organize a night fly near a trailer park
and wait for the sheriff to investigate UFOs.
#7 - Fly barefoot at lllinois Tollway Authority
maintenance yard - pretend all that salt and
sand is W ildwood.
#6 - Practice kite aerial photography at a
nude beach.
#5 - Phone the nearest domed stadium and
ask how much it would cost for you and your
buddies to have a quick indoor fly.
#4 - It's an election year . . . Democrats versus
Republicans rok battle!
#3 - Stick it to America On-Line - use those
annoying CDs they send you as line laundry.
#2 - Create a new tourist attraction - start
working on your own "W orld 's Largest Ball
of String. "
And the #1 way to celebrate National Kite
Month.. . Get out there! Because ifyou don't
celebrate National Kite Month, the Gomberg
Mafia will come looking for you.
And a few other less wacky (but incredibly"
worthwhile) ideas . . .
•

•
•

Use the curriculum at www.kitetrade.org
Bet another kite club that your club can
register more NKM events.

•

Build garbage bag sled kites with kids in
your neighborhood.

•

Do a kite demo at a nursing home.

•

Create a kite display at City Hall.

•

Invite a newspaper photographer to come

fly with you.

•

Huge Selection of Kites, Buggies, Landsailers & All The Gear!

Offer to do a kiteflying demo at your
child's school.

Get nostalgic, and fly something that's
been buried in the bottom of your bag.

•

Organize a kiteflying picnic.

•

Teach a leam-to-fly sport kite class at a
community college.

•

Put a string into the hands of a complete
stranger.

•

WindPower Sports
0

3111 S . Val l e y V i e w #A-116 . L a s Ve g a s , N V 89102
Shop: 702·220·4340

Fax: 702·365 ·838 1

Website: www.windpowersports.com

Call or E-mail

us

Toll Free: 888·225·9664

E-mail: info@windpowersports.com

for a FREE Catalog

National Kite Month kicks off at the
Smithsonian Kite Festival and rolls on
through April and encompasses more than
200 events. No matter how big or small the
event, you can register it online at
www.kitetrade. orgiNationalKiteMonthl
event reg.shtm!. And, Gomberg Kite Produc
tions has offered a 1 0 ' parachute to the AKA
Regional Director whose region leads the way
in registered events.

Nationa l Kite Month
M a rch 2 5

-

Apri l 30
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Location of Event

Primary Type of Event:

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Additional Information

_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Outdoor Festival / Fly (check any scheduled elements)
_

.

_

A fun fly

Sport Kite Competition

_

Kitemaking Competition

_

Fighter kite competition

Contact

_

Sport Kite Demos

Area Code & Phone Number

Rokkaku Battles
_
_

Dave of Event

Event Sponsor

Event Registration Form

_

Name of Event

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

E-mail address

Outdoor Kid's Kitemaking Class

Mailing Address

Indoor Fly including:

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_ Ballet Competition
_
_

Indoor Flying Workshop & Demos

Name and Full Mailing Address of Local Newspaper

Kid's Kitemaking Class
_

_
_
_
_
_
_

At a grade school
Other location

_

Kite Building Workshop / Class Weekend Retreat

_

Retail Store Reception

Name and Full Mailing Address of Local TV Station ______

Other Event

Is this a New Event? yes_ no_
Would you like information on AKA sanctioning? yes_

II lip ,.
��������ion � I I '

American

no_

� _1 I1 t_ ....

�

Mail this form to: National Kite Month, 442 E. Club Drive, Palm Springs, CA 92262
Or fax it to (760) 4 1 6-0837. Questions? Call the National Kite Month Hotline at (760) 322-4 1 2 8 .

DYI1A-HITE CORR
You 've hea t� a bout 'em !
You 've seen 'em !
You !" customet'S wa nt lem !

/

Dual Lines:

,CP

Beetle, Alpha +, Stuntmaster, Stacks, Icon, Utopia

Single Lines: Box, Delta, Sled, Rotor, Windmill, Eddy, Owl
WindFairys: Glasshouse, Galaxy, Daisy, Runner, Kaleidoscope

Glass
House

And sooo much more!
Give us a call or check us out on the web!

P. O. Box 378, Lancaster,

MA 01 523 Ph(978) 365-6823 F(4 13) 283-4037
www. dynakite.com

